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Introducing

TOCCO Prof He Hard:eningl

At last .•. there's a gear hardening process that provides
,exIra hardness/strengthat the pitch'iine, and optimum
strength gradient at the root 1i111et- with~utexcessiv~
heating and brittl'eness at the tooth tip, TOCCO ~roflle'
Hardening (TPH), a new, highly automated ~n.d fI~ld proven
process developed by TOCCO, merges3 distinctIVe
technologies: Programmed Preheat (AF -I'ow frequency),
High Intensity (AF - hlgh, frequency) and lncramental
Hardening ...AII can be' comprised in a single, compact,
totally integrated manufacturing celli.*
Another TOCCO ,advantage:, The proprietary TPH process
usu~ny uses less than 200 KW rated powers~pplies (AF &
IRIF).So, you don't need an expensi,ve substation" as
r,squired by older design contour hardening systems,

• Pliotographed at TOCCO·Boaz during run·off

TPH provides gearmakers with:
• Increased strenglth
• R.educed distortion
• Improved metallurgy
• Higher quality
• Lower installation costs
• Reduced operating costs per part

Contact your TOCCO representative for detailed informa-
tion on TPH.,. the most advanced, selective or surface
g:ear hardening/tempering system available, .. anywhere.
TOCCQ, lnc., Sales, Service and Technology Center,
30100 Stephenson Highway, Madison Hts. MI 48071.
Phone 1-800-468-49'32, In MichIgan 313-399-8601.
FAX 313-399-8603

A Subsidiary of Park-Ohio Industries, Inc .
CIRCLE A-2S, on IREADER IR.EPLY CARD
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Now... instead of deciding which gear geometry to use.
the Gear Manufacturer may select the Klingelnberg
W800CiNC (Wiener System) Spiral Bevel Gear grinder which
provides precise tolerances and surface finishes for any
geometry.

With leading-edge software technology, the W800CiNC
becomes the industry's universal gear grinder producing
Spiral IBevel1Gears up to 31.5" OD (800mm). Perfect for
Aircraft, Military and other applications requirling the ul,timate
precision, the W800CiNC (Wiener Syst,em) lis designed and
built for continuous operation- with short or Iiong runs.
This high deg'ree ot versatility, short set-up time and the
ability to produce "quiet" gears with greater load bearing
characteristics makes the W800CiNC a must for all manufac-
turersof precision Spiral Bevel Gears.

This exciting. new innovation will be shown at major
expositions. worldwide. For further details or a copy of our
brochure, contact: Klingelnberg

Gear Technology Inc.
15200 Foltz Industrial Parkway
Strongsville, OH 44136
Or phone (216) 572-2100.
FAX (.216,) 57.2-0985.

@KU~GEINBERG
- ...Puts It all toget.her.

,,
'Thie ICiNC controlilled
'glrilnder fori allII
Spiir,al Bevel Geal,r
g'eomlet'riies,.



Eullimate gear inspection productivity and quality,
~he PNC gear inspection system may be your ,only
choice. It is flexible" easy to operate' and provides the
most precise gear test data available. With our SMART
software package, no recallbration is required when
changingl gear or part sizes. This converts to less
downtime than c~mpetitive t,esters-with less flexibility.
The IPNG-30, !.ike all members of the ,PNe tester famUy,
provides test data on several ,gearmaking operations
including: internal and external spur and' Ihelical gears,
worms and worm gears, 11000,shaving and shaping
cutters, along with straight and spiral bevel gears.
The PiNG-30 may also ee linked with your host com-
puter for up-tc-the-rrsoute manufacturingl information.
lit inspects gears up to 12" in dtamster, SMART PNC
gear inspection systems are availabls for up to
60" 0.0. ,gears.

oKLI~GELNBEI·G
... Puts It all togethe,~

The most ,accura,te,
easv-Io-use" time,saving
gear inspect.ion :-yste~m
availab!le!l!!!! a'nywihere.

For further lntormatlon and a copy of our new
Iliterature, contact: Klingelnber'9 Gear Technology, Inc.,
15200 Foltz. Industrial P.ilflkway,. Cleveland, OH 441136.
Pholle: (211'6.)572-2100 .. Fax: (216) 57.2-0985.
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Provides ovr
ballVpin measure-
ment ,ofany bali
OLSpur gear.or
spline without the
need of costly
setting m~'n:lt.lrrril-I---t--+--t

Provides vital P.C.
informa tiol!l.

ClRCLE ",26 onl REAJ)ER IR~PLV CARD

3500 BC . Man invents the wheeli and says "it is good"
2500 BC . Man imenls the spline and says "it is good"
2499 BC - Man invents the spline gage and says "!it'll do the trick"
Man has been 'Using the same spline gage ever since. That is, until
FRENCO redesigned- the gage for modem man. The Fr,enco indicating
spline gage produces variable data on exact lPitch Diameter while
simuitaneous'ly checking' 'GO" condition. This SPC compatable Igage
also quickly checks taper. ovalilyand other time consuming inspections.
Avajlable for Iinternal, external, straight or involute spline configurations.

'I Le, I,' US show you a system, for today and: beyond. Call, or write:

h··, ,- I I ',.- W227 N6193 Sussex Roadl

I 9u e -J r Inl9 P.O. Box 125· Sussex, 'WI 5c3089'
AUT 0 MAl ION INC (414)246-4994·FAX(414)246-8623

CIRCU:".2 onl READERI REP,!,;YICARD
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Pan bllll1k and
g•• rcuttlngtoo s

play .critical roles in
CI,lJslitycontrol.

,oHer oplionalsoft-
ware packages for in-

specting gear blanks for
circular geometry and gear
cutting lools such as hobs,

s aperlshaver cutters,
and broaches,

Gear Testing usingl Generative Metrol'ogy tech.
niques Is ,enhanced by compllterized auto-

mation and analysis. li'ue index, lead,
and involute testingl are performed

as the test part ,and probe are'
engaged: in inter-related: continuous move-

ment. Rotary and llnear axis are synchronized
as r~uired by Ihe tesl-

Index
Process 00.1111'01 can be
Implemel1ted by anal!.

yzlng da,ta ,collected
in gear testing. We

offer SPC software
to evaluate x-bar, R.

histogram, and
tooth surface

topological
studies,

3012-4 lac Gear Analyzer Is
one ,or ,8 family of miT gear

:alld gear cutting tool analyzers.
For a free full-co'ior brochure,

describing our Gear analyzers,
write or call M & M Precision
Systems, 300 Progress Rd.,
West Carrollton, OH 45449,

51318S!J.S273, FAX 5131859-4452.

M&M' PRECISION
SYSTEMS

AN ACME·CLEVELAND COMPANY

CIRCLE A·19 on IREADER IREPlY CARD'



Brave New World
early times, and change is just another piece of: periment that may help transform a state-run
the landscape. Still, the collapse of the old Com- ~economy into private enterprise, Nagy says. that
munist economy is one of the more remarkable HIM will "undertake to raise the quality of gear
phenomena. in a [and that has seen and lived under production" in the state
different versions ofthe "new world order" since factory. The company
the first barbarian invasions ..The difference is that has beenawarded a six-
this time, the people themselves are working the month contract to over-
chaage, and the results are exciting in their variety . see gear production
and effect. without interference

Probably nowhere is the change more evident from the state.
dum in Gyor, where I met my hosts for the visit, A tour of the IHH
Otto Nagy and Laszlo Bilekov, two young men factory was impressive.
whose vision and hard work are building part of The bevelgear depart-
the new Hungary. Formerly technical engineers ment was full of Amer-

m~.c.s.erv.a.ti~ns.. whiletf.aveUin,g. ~hroUg..h.. ~
Hungary last November .. . . This 18 a very :

I

ancient country; people have lived and :
worked here along the Danube River since ;

for a stare-owned gear production facility, the two
friends formed a multifaceted private company,
mH, several years ago, IHH was started to
provide advanced language instruction in the
provinces. Nagy stated that previously the only
language schools were in the capital, and the young
men's decision to be independent and separate from
the "mother institute" created quite a "scandal." In
the changing Hungary of today, Nagy says, "such
an idea is not a 'scandal,' merely a surprise."

Late one evening.I visited the language school,
which contained 30 or 40 classrooms for students
of allages. I saw S-year-oJds reaming German, and
businessmen and engineers studying English. The
teachers were young Britoasand Germans brought
to Hungary by mH. At lunch another day we
observed the eagerness and excitement of these
young teachers who, were as delighted by the
experiment as the Hungarians ..They werehaving
a grealtime practicing their Hunganan, ex-
perimenting with native dishes, and learning
the culture,

Opening the language school is only the first ex-
ample of Nagy's and Bilelmv's entrepreneurial

spirit. Perhaps even more startling is that Nagy and
Bilekov are now selling their skills to the state-
owned manufacturing facilities in which tbey were
formerly employees! This is part of abold new ex-

ican equipment, most
of it less than ten years
old. Parallel gear man-
ufacturing is done
mostly on Russian hob-
bers and Czech shapers
with batteries of both
Hungarian and modern
Swiss gear grinders.
The latest models of
bevel generating. sharpening, and testing equip-
ment were neatly arranged ina clean environment.
comparable to the best U. S. gear manufacturing
plants ..According to. Nagy, the workers here are
meeting andexoeeding their goals in every respect,
the most difficult problem being the variable
quality of Hungarian steel.

Two such projects would seem to be more than
enough to fill anyone's plate, but.Nagy and Bilekov
have other visions for Hungary as well. Tbey
have also cofounded the Hungarian chapter of the
Jaycees. They hope this chapter will provide
another aid to ease the transition to a market
economy . Years of living under Communism



have left young people with few guidelines or
models for working in business. The Jaycee
chapter, through contacts with other chapters
throughout the world, will open lines of 'com-
munieation and help bridge the gap between
cultures and economic systems,

At the same time that Nagy, Bilekov, and the
other citizens of Gyar are working tirelessly to
bring capitalism to Hungary, many remnants of the
old regime are still evident. At. present, the only
organizational. infrastructure in place is the
Communist one.end it will have to continue to
function until something new can be developed.
For example, in Budapest Ifound that most of the
restaurants providing the best meals and at-
mosphere at the best prices are state..run. InGyor,

--- - -

Pln~tJSI II~I{'SPi\(il~
I also had the interesting experience of staying at
a l20-room, state-rim hotel with less than. two
dozen guests. The service, facilities, and attention
were up to the best of West em standards, but •.as
a "guest of the state," I never saw a.bill.

The newer. more open economy has had oth.er
effects on the people of Gyor. We enjoyed the in-
sights that came from conversations with KIara,
our guide. She admitted that she had come to en-
joytbe convenience of the quick lunch at
McDonalds. but not all aspects of the new lifeare
as easy to embrace. I unintentionally flustered her
by publicly offering her American currency to
make a small purchase for me. She explained that
not so long ago having foreign currency was illegal
and, even now, is considered a private affair.

Gyor was not the only place in. Hungary where
the sharp contrasts between old and new remain
vivid. Budapest, Hungary's ,capital, is a divided by
the Danube. The river separates the hills of Buda
from the plains of Pest. The buildings are large and
beautiful, conveying the elegance of an older,
statelier past, but the prosperity that gave birth to
them in the first place is gone, leaving behindthe
marks of hard times under Communism. While
some restoration is underway •many of the lovely
facades are marked by neglect and disrepair and
blackened with car exhaust.

On the other hand, signs of the new are every-
where, Prosperity is again taking tenuous root. The
shops are full, and Hungarian citizens, not just
tourists, can afford to buy from them. An ooca-

sional Mercedes or BMW crawls through the nar-
row, ancient streets, but one mostly still sees bat-
tered Trabaets, Ladas, and Waiburgs.

And the signs of freedom appear in more than
material ways. Now creative impulses no longer
have to be followed with one eye over the shoulder
for the censors. At Gyor's new performing arts

center, Isaw a ballet recital. which was as power-

M, both.politically and emotionally, as any I have
ever seen. I doubt such a performance could Irave
oecurreda few years back,

One last stop in Hungary onliy underlined my
previous impressions of this exciting place and
time. Babolna, acenruries-old horse breeding farm
in the countryside, has grown into a gigantic state
agricultural company with strong links to that icon
of capitalism, McDonald's. Founded in 1789 as a
supplier of thoroughbred horseflesh to the wealthy
and aristocratic, the blood!stock business is still the
heart of Babolna, The farm's collectiouof awards
WOIl by its horses at races and shows around the
world is cause enough for pride.

However, the managers have taken their skill in
norse husbandry and carried it over topoultry,
beef, and pig breeding and to extensive work. in
animal nutritionand sanitation. The "fann" now
employs 5000 people and has been chosen as the
supplier of beef to the Hungarian McDonald's
restaurants. a good indication of the consistent high
quality of i.tsproducts.

Any short.tour of'a new country is over too soon,
and one's impressions are at best kaleidoscopic ..
The mind is full of brief "snap shots" that can only
hint at the state of transition in which countries like
Hungary find themselves.

The energy, ambition, and courage of men like
Otto Nagy and Laszlo Bilekov will go far in
creating a new Hungary. These men and others
that we met are hard working people whose goals
of quality and growth are not unlike our own.
These are hopeful times for an eager citizenry, and
one cannot help but share their enthusiasm as they
face the challenge of building their brave new
world.

Michael Goldstein,
Publisher/Editor-in-Chief



Are You Ready to Choose
An Advertising Agency?

- ~e:n~:~:~.es...:.~.:;
COMPANIES THAT
ADVERTISE AG-

GRESSIVELY DURING
A RECESSION WILL
fLOURISH AFfER THE
ECONOMIC TIDE TURNS.
Regardless of comp.any size,
effectiveadvenisinggenerally
requires the services of an
.agency,and under current
economic conditions, you
may need one now more than
ever. The question is. how do
you go about getting the right
one fer your company.

Perhaps a prior question is
in order here. Why should I
hire an agency, and what do I
get when 1 hire one? David
Knoepp, founder of Concepts
for Industrial Marketing in
BuffalO', says there is a trend
toward using agencies. Ac-
cording to him, ". , , more
companies arecontracting out
what had been staff functions
. . . due to administrative
cutbacks .....

Knoeppalso notes as part of
the same trend that more com-
paniesare shlfting advertising
and marketing responsibilities
to sales managers, Without
full time advertising and
marketing managers of their
own, companies must rely
more on agencies, What it
comes down to is that many
managers have neither the
time nor the expertise to do

the job effectively.
What you get when you

hlre an .agency will depend on
a number of variables, but one
can assume some basics. A
good advertising agency
knows ways to help you
stretch your advertising
dollar. An agency runs in-
terference between you and
allthe media banging en your
door. An agency uses just the
right words and visuals totell
your story,

An agency is creative. An
agency contributes good
strategic ideas. An agency
is cost-effective .. An agency
is ...

Well, not an agencies per-
form in an ideal.manner. but
those are some of the at-
tributes for which you should
be looking.

Whatever your specific
needs. consider the following
criteria for choosing your new
(or first ever) advertising
agency: 1) size, 2) location,
3) experience, 4) personality,
5) compen arion arrange-
ment, 6) perforrnanee test.

Size - both your com-
pany's and the agency's - is
certainlya criticall issue. Just
as you cannot serve every
customer, neither can an ad-
vertising agency. An .agency
can be too large or too small
for your needs.

Unless your advertising
budget represents 3 % or more

of the agency's revenue, don't
expect much service. Three

Managingl ,8 business lin

today's vo'latile eeonomie
percent of an agency's rev-
enue means the agency has lenvironment is tough,• let
33 ather accounts just like our new cOlumn, "Management
yours. To serve 33 accounts, IMatters·" lend ,8 hand. from

-'- -I ' -" -" -

does the agency have suffi- '. _. _ __ _ _L. . .. L

dent staff? -Another factor to • Its, pages learn about suit
consider is whether your [eets li~e marketing, overseas
work is seasonal, Or is it just Uade', labo·· relations~ e.Gonomic
project work that can be fitted
in with other jobs in pr-ogress
at the agency, and still give
you the service you need?

While you may be im-
pressed with.big time presen-
tations, the $25 million
agency cannot afford to assign
its senior staff to handle a
$50,000 account Likewise,
you should be cautious if your
account significantly swells
the size of the agency. Yom
account may become pivotal
to the future of the agency.
Ask: yourself if you want to
be responsible for that
agency, and whether the
agency can respond to your
growth fast enough ,.

Recognize, too, that size
does not necessarily guarantee
better or faster work. David

trends, lerrviJOD_mentallissues,
and IProduct liability. lenl us
what management. matters
interest 'V,DD.W,ritel to Gear
Technology· ,at P.O. Box 1428.
Elk Grove Village, IlL, 60009',
Dr call oursta:ff at UOB)
431·6604.

IPIII
-

~5President of the Center for
Co:mmwlicatiD71S, a division
of AdPro, a full,serviu adver-
tising. pr011U}ti01uJi,and pub-
lic relatioru firm with OffiU5

in SycamlJTt and Baunna; ll:
If pu haw q~slioru for .Mr.
Caltighan, please circle
Reader Service No.. 46.
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Puricllaser of the IBarber-Colman
Machine Tool Division

N!ew Bourn &, Koch/H!amaii
• Horizontal CNC Hobbing Machines
• Vertical CNC IHobbing Machines
• Vertical CNC Gear Shapers
• CNC Vertical Turret Lalhes

Repair Parts :& IFie'ld Services, for
• Barber-Colman Macllines

IGear Manuf:acturi'ng ,8"ervices
• Shaping - Hobbingl - Grinding - IBroaching

Planing - Inspection - Machining

Comput1er IGear Softwar,e
• Fora'll Barber-Colman Machines
• Free Demo Diskette Available

-- ---
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these the same thing?
No matter how you answer

thatquestinn.thereare other
criteria that go mIo det.ermin-
ing which agency is "best" for
you.

"Experience" is generally a
key factor in, agency selection.

If your agency has 'experi-
ence working iII your field. so
much the better. Frartkly,
though, experience in gear
manufacturing is no substitute
for creative thinking, business
problem solving, and fresh
approaches. An agency with
gear manufacturing experi-
ence may give you an added
sense of security, but weigh~
ing this background too
heavily may not be iII your
best .iIlterests for the toll:owirlg

Knoepp cites, "I can mobilize
more people in haIfa day than
most of the larger agencies .."

Dennis Klimko, Marketing
Manager. Niagara Gear, Duf-
falo, NY. says his advertising
does not suffer at all with the
services ofa smaller agency.
"W.hat I lose in resources,
I gain in personal service,"
he says.

Location of the agency
must also be considered. With
facsimile; machines, tele-
phones. car phones, and com-
puter modems, location no
longer plays as big a role in
agency selection as it once

1~1~~~=~~-+~~rlr\1:t--t-t-t-t-ldid. In fact. an out-of-stater , client once told me he ap-
1.-.1-::.....1-- ......... -.1--1 predated the fact. that my

agency was, quite distant from
his office. "Because you have
to fly in," he said, "my people
can't postpone OUf meetings.
ml forces us to get. our act
together and not mix adver-
tisingand marketing with.
other issues."

Nevertheless, there is no
universal substitute for face-
to-face contact. Certain
presentations •.ideas, and con-
cerns are much better when
related in person. If you are
an executive who wants to be
involved with. your advertis-
ing, ask yourself if you have
the patience to put your
brilliant idea on hold for
several days before yGur
agency can see you, OF if you
want someone to respond
within 24 hours or less.

Will the costs of mail,
telephone. and travel reduce
your budget significantly? Is
the risk oflosing something in
transit worth it?

On the other band, do you
want to work with the closest
agency ... or the best? Or are

reasons:
I) Although the agency It-

self may have experience
in your field, tbepeopl.e
assigned to your account
may not,

2) The agency's familiarity
may breed contempt. For 1:Ig-
gestions you make - after
all (they may claim) they
know what works better than
you do ..

3) Innovation may be
stifled . You may fall victim to
"cookie cutter" strategies and
programs thatlook too much
like your competitors'.

Keep in mind that every
agency was inexperienced at
one time. Rather than industry
experience, it is often more
judicious to. ask the agency to
submit evidence of its ex-
perience with strategicthlnk-
ingand creative concepts .

Perhapsthe agency's ex-
perience in areas other than
advertising .may be equally
important to you. Do you
need experience in sales pro-



motion?' Public relations?
Training? 00 you preferan
agency with a great dealt of
production experience in
trade show presentations?
Meetings? Videotape pro-
grams? Once you determine
your own needs, you will be
better able to ask an. agency
for proof of experience.

On.ce you have done that,
review the work of tile agen-
des you are considering ..Be
sure you e.xamiIle evidence of
experience from the people
who will work on your ac-
count, n t examples of work.
from staffers who have since
departed the agency.

save everyone a lot of time
and hard feelings.

Personality is also critically
important in choosing the
agency that's right for you.
When Robert Turk, Sales
Manager. Pairlane Gear,
Plymouth, Mt chose an
agency to help prepare
literature and ads, he found
one ", . . willing to listen to
how we wanted to express
ourselves. And they were
flexible - that's wllat ap~
pealed to me."

Does the ageaey eXhibit the
same values and integrity as
you? Does the agency exhibit
enthusiasm for your account?

---

~IA\\.\(~E:\IE\T ~IA\TTEI{S
Related to' Ithemanerof'ex-

perience is the sticky question
of experience wilhthe com-
petition. Many American
companies are so reluctant to
deal with an agency that
works for one of' their direct
competitors, that agencies
themselves often decline to

even consider pitching such
accounts. Agencies don't want
to spend the time and effol'i!to
make a presentation, only to

Do you like the people from
tIile agency with whom you
will work? Will you still be
ialove after the honeymoon
is over?

Elsewhere in tile world,
much greater emphasis is
placed on knowing tIl·~agency
peopJepersonaUy ..Before be-
ing asked to l,1epresenta
Japanese corporation. m was
invited to spend a week with
the companyexecuuves at

be told • "We won't work witll their offices so t!hatwe could
)'00 because you already have become betteraoquainted. We
ABC Widgets as a client. "

function on your behalf', as a
representative of your com-
pany ,is it not prudent to in-
vest more thana couple of
two-hour meetings to,acqllaint
the agency with your com-
pany? Frequently. a com-
pany's new-employee orienta-
tion program is move intense
andtime-consuming than the
time dedicated to the edvertis-
mg agency; yet the expeeta-
tions and budget dedicated to
the agency may surpass the
salaries of' several employees.

ui.ty of service and high levels
of' I.oyalty are sacrificed ina
project relal:ionhip.

A retainer arrangement
may be better for you. It
guarantees the agency will
receive a set amount of money
regularly to iumih certain
services, For example, stra-
tegic planning, prelimi---.nary
concept proposals" and PIiIblic
relations might be consol-
idated undera m mhly re-
miner. Production of specific
material (e.g., advertisement,

Anolher aspect of an agen- product brochure. direct
cY's personality is its own mailer, ete.) might be in-
objectives. Is the agency' voiced separately. Retainers
growth plan in concert with generally pay only for the
your own? What kind ,ofwark. agency's time. Travel and ex-
does Ihe agency like to do? penses (often including fax
Will your account have a transmissions. phone calls,
place in the agen.cy two years postage, ete.) are additional.

In order to cut costs, some
companies consid er buying
media. themselves in order to
save the 15% commission to
which tile .agency would be
entitled, To do this, they in-
,corporate their own in-house
advertising agencie •. If you
are considering :this trategy.
ask yourself if your company
has the necessazy time and ex-

If you are considering ask- pettise to run your own ad
ingthe agency to do project campaigns wen. For exam-

spent nearly evezy hour ·of work, you shoUld be aware ple, time is needed to discuss

from [\{)w? .Do you care?
Your agency's compensa-

tion must also be addressed,
Will me agency insist on buy-
ing all your media and receiv-
ing the ]:; % media commis-
sion? Will the agency wanl a
monthly retainer fee from
you? Will the agency worle
with you on a project, that is,
a job-by-job, basis?

that me service you receive rates, special issues, IlI1d pro-
frem your agency will be in motions. And there's more to
direet proportioDto the level it than just picking a couple ,of
of commitment you make to likely magazines at random in
the agency. Companies in which to place au ad. Do you
such r,.lationshjps mlly feel know enough to create lUI
they can .wways get an.otheradvertising schedule that. will
agency for a different projed; • ,optimire your ,expenditure?
agencies in a project-by- Have you in.cluded the media
project relationship with youtJ1at reach your audience best
may fee] fewer scruples about - highest number of gross
replacing your account ex- impressions, best effective
ecutive or dropping you en- cost per thousand, in .10

your own mind how you feel not be a casual affair. When tiJ:1eJyif a more committed editorial enviroament that
about the maner, That can you consider an. agency is to" client comes along .. Contin- fosters credibility? In other

1I""'!le!!/""~IIIL 1IU '13

Interestingly enough. over- every day together, and time
seas eompanies don't share was devoted to socializing as
this reluctance. It is common well as business. After one
practice in Asia. for example. week these people had be-
for competitors to use tbeoome my friends. I never
same agencies. Questions of wanted to disappoint. them.
breaking confidentiality don't. The rappen we built en-
seem to arise. The point for hanced my working relation-
U. S. companies is this: Raise ship with them .
this question ,early in your The investment of this
discussion with potential amount of time may not be
agencies. Find out tile anitude possible for you. but. surely
of the agency aru:I be sure in the choice of an agency should
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words. do you know when the
book you have alway used is
no' longertlle best way to
reach your target?

Going it alone without an
agency has other disadvant-
ages, Will you, as a single
media account, be able to ex-
ert die same kind of' clout as
dte agency with multiple ac-
counts? Will a magazine be as
anxious to accommodate your
company-placed ad within the
first five pages of its DeX!t

issue, when an. agency (with
three accounts advertising
twice as much as you) is put-
ting similar pressure on me
magazine? If you are asking

uable and worthy of'compen-
sation as me products and
services you sell to your
customers. and. like you, they
cannot afford to give this ex-
penise away. If you really
want to see what agencies can
do for you. contribute some
dollars to each agency to
defray their expenses (and
some of their time), and ask
theroto develop some pre-
liminary work for you.

Many executives say that
hiring the right people isthe
key to their success, The same
is true when you choose your
advertising agency. The right-
sized agency, experienced in

an agency to generate editorial
coverage for your company,
will they be as he~pful,
knowledgeable, and effective
as they need to be, when they
are unfamiliar with your
advertising plans and your
relationship with the media?

Dennis .Klimko of Niagara
Gear believes his .agency has
earned its commission by
". . . reducing Ollrrates using
sister publications that would
give us discounts, bringing us
publicity that I don't have the
time to pursue, and making us
aware of other publications.
which we don't receive in-
house, but which will be im-
portantas we prepare to
penetrate a new market."

If'you are lucky enough to
find more than one agency
that fits all your requirements,
perhaps you should see what
each agency could specifically
do to help you - but do not

, expect to receive anything package. Then you can look
(708) 437-6604 worthwhile for free. The forward to a rewarding rela-

services and expertise an tionship that works wen for
agency provides areas val- : both you and the agency. .1

'CIRCLE A-42 ,on READER REP,LY CAfm

the areas you deem important,
with an attractive personality
and reasonable compensation
requirements can help your
business survive and grow,

Take time to make your
choice. An..d give YOIlf choice
time to serve you appropri-
ately. You both need to learn
about the oilier's expectations,.

.obviously. you want your
agency to serve you well for
many years. David Knoepp
advises that a company should
reassess its relationship with
an agency everythree years,
''. , .if only to give each
'partner'the opportunity to ad-
dress shortfalls and perceived
hortfalls, "

Hiring an agency is in aile
sense no different than hieing
any key employee for your
company. You need to look
for a good match. a solid
commitment to your company
goals, and a fair compensation
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AGMAProgramslMeetingsfSemi~
nars, For more infonnation 011 AGMA,
Programs· con'·n,.." 'G·-MAl11 dq,' -. , - -. " ......n. __ ea_ '''''rs.
1500 King St., Suite 201, Alexandria,
VA, 22314. (703), 684...Q21L

MARCH 18-19'
Gear RJlting Committee (Bevels)" Alex-
andria, VA. Begin work 011. revision of
AGMA 2003-BXX, Rating Pitting
Resistance and Bending Strength.
MARCH 20-21
AGMA Technical Education Seminar.
Gear Drive .Lubrication. Chicago, IL.
2-day seminar on enclosed drive
lubrication .
APRIL 7..s.<9
[9thAnnual AGMA Gear Manufacturing
Symposium. Embassy Suites O'Hare.
Chicago, IL.
AiPR:1L 11
ANS~IAGMA TAO to ISO/TC601
WG6. Bevel Rating Subgroup will review
tile draft of ISOICD 10300 for bevel.
gears ..
APRIL 18
ANSIIAGMA TAG,to ISO/TC60. Th.is
committee will review all current
proposals for international gear rating
standards ..
APRIL 18-19
Metel!lurgy and Materials Committee,
Alexandria ..VA. Resolve comments on
AGMA 20~J7-aXX. on surface temper
inspection .
.AiPIUL 22-23
Fine Pitch Gearing Committee, Albany,
NY. Review comments on AGMA.
10113-GXX and continue work on fme
pitch design manual ..



APIUL30
Cylindrical Worm Gearing Committee,
Detroit, Ml. Resolve comments on
AGMA 6034-IIXX for enclosed cylin-
drical worm gears, speed reducers,and
gear motors.
MAY 1-2
flexible Couplings Committee, Pitts-
burgh. PA. Continue work on draft of
AGMA 9004-AXX. Flexible Couplings
- Mass Elastic and Other Properties.
MAY~9
Gear Moto.rsand Shaft Mounts Commit-
tee, Alexandria, VA. Continue work on
revision of AGMA ,60~9-FXX and
6021-HXX.
MAY 14-15
Vehicle Gearing Committee, Indiana-
polis, IN. Begin work on next revision of
design manual for vehicle gears, AGMA
6002-CXX.
MAY 21-22
Technical Education Seminar ..Tapered
Roller Bearings. Indianapolis, IN.
MAY2J
Acoustical Technology Commiaee, In-
dianapolis, WN.Review of'next revisions
ofAGMA gear unit sound and vibration
standard ..
JUNES-6
Small Business Manufacturer's Commit-
tee. The Breakers, West Palm Beach, FL.
JUNE 6-9
AGMA 75th Armiversary Annual
Meeting. The Breakers. West Palm
Beacb,.FL.
JUNE 19'
Technical Education Seminar Worm
Gear Design Cincinnati, OH.
SEPTEMBER 1,6-17
Bevel Gearing Committee, Alexandria,

junction with Gear Expo '9] , the confer-
ence wi.lil feature gear experts from
around the world presenting technical
papers on design, analysis, manufactur-
ing, applications, drives and related
products, and ollier gear-related subjects.

APRIL;8-11
National Design Engineering Showl
ASME workshops. McConnick Place
North, Chicago, Il., Some 850oom-
panies showing computerized design
engineering tools and OEM products will
be at the show. The concurrent
workshops, run by ASME, wit] cover
designing with plastic parts, metal fa-
tigue, design relia:bility, and more. Con-
tact Show Manager, National Design
Engineering Show, 999 Summer St.,
Stamford, CT ..(203) 964-8287.

JUNE 11-13
5MB Superabrasives'91 Conference &
Exposition. O'Hare Exposition Centerl
Hyatt Regency O'Hare, Rosemont
(Chicago) Il., This is the largest event on
applications for su:perabrasive. diamond,
and cubic boron nitride (CBN) products
ever staged. For more information, con-
tact SME Event Public Relations, One
SME Drive, P.O. Box 930, Dearborn,
MI, 4812I-0930. PH: (313) 27H)777.

JUNE 24-27
AIAA, SAB, ASME, ASEE loint Pro-
pulsion Conference, Sacramento, CA ..
Special Gear System Technology Session ..
For more information, contact: Douglas
A. Wagner, Allison Gas Turbine, P.O.
Box 420 S-48, Indianapolis, IN,
46206-0420. PH: 017) 230-4170.

VA. Continue work on next revision of
design manual for bevel gears, AGMA NOVE:MBRR .24-26
2005-CXX. Iatemational Conference on Motion and
OCTOB~R.1l-23
Gear Expo '91. The World of Gearing.
Biennial trade show devoted exclusively
to gear and gearing products. Cobo
Conference and Exhibition Center j

Detroit, Ml,
FaU Tedmical Meeting. Held in con-

Power Transmissions. Hiroshima, Japan.
The conference covers all aspects of the
theory and application of motion and
power transmission systems. For more
information, contact: 606 Japan, FAX:
(Japan) 75-77] -7286. TELEX: 5423 I 15
ENG KUJ.
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factors must be considered:
• Gear tooth geometry
• Gear tooth motion (kinematics)
• Gear tooth forces (static and dynamic)
• Gear toom material and surface characteristics

(Physical and chemical)
• Lubricant characteristics '(physical and

chemical)
• Environment characteristics (physical and

ehemicaf)

The Lubrication
of Gears Part 1

Introduction
This is a three-partarticle explaining the prin- The choice of lubricant and its application meihod

ciples of gear Iubrication. It reviews current is as important ss the choice of steel alloy and heat
knowledge of the field of gear tribology and is in- treatment. The interrelation hip of me following
tended for both gear designers and gear operators ..
Part 1 classifies gear tooth failures into five modes
and explams the factors that a gear designer and
operator must consider to avoid gear failures. [t

defines the nomenclature and gives a. list of ref-
erences for those interested in further research.
It also contains an in-depth discussion of the
gear tooth failure modes that are influenced by
Iubricationand gives methods for preventing gear
tooth failures.

The second pan gives an equation for calculating
the lubricant film thickness which determines
whether the gears operate in theboundary, elas-
tohydrodynamic, or full-film lubrication regime.
Also given is an 'equation for Blok's flash temper-
ature, which is used for predicting the risk of scuf-
fing. Finally, a recommendation for selecting
lubricant type., viscosity, and application method

Gear 'Ieeth Failure Modes
To obtain optimum ..minimum-weight gearsets

the gear designer must be aware of the intricate
details of many competing modes of failure. In its
nomenclature publication.t!' the American Gear
Manufactllrers Association fAGMM has classified
20 modes of gear failure WIder the broad categories

and a case history, which demonstrates many of of wear, surface fatigue, plastic flow. breakage,
the principles of gear lubrication, me given. and associated gear failures. References 2 through

6 also give gear failure modes. For our purposes,
'Gear Tn1JoIogy the basic categories are overload,bending :fatigue,

Becausegears are such common machine com- Hertzian fati,gue, wear, and scuffing.
ponents •. they may be taken for granted .. Not 'Table 1 subdivides the five basic failure modes.
gener:ally appreciated is that th.ey are complex Manry gear failures are known by several names
systems requiring knowledge from all the and/or qualifying terms, such as initial, moderate,
engineering cfuci:Plinesfor their successful design. destructive, etc. These names and terms are in-
Gear design is a process of synthesis where gear eluded in the lists in parentheses. The term. "seer-
geometry, materials, heat treatment, manufactur- ing" has been used in the past in the U.S.A., while
ing methods, and lubrication are selected to meet theterm "scuffmg" is used in. Europe to describe
the requirements of agiven application. The the severe form of adhesive wear which involves
designer must design the gearset with adequate tbe welding and tearing of the surfaces of gear
strength, wear resistance. and scuffing resistance. teeth. 'To agree with current usage, the term scuf-
To do this, he or she must eonsidergear ttibology. fing will be used in this article when referring to



Bask FaUure Modes

Overload
Brittle fracture
Ductile fracture
Plastic deformation

cold flow
bot flow
indentation (rolling, bruising, peening,
brineUing)
rippling (fish scaling)
ridging
bending. yielding
tip-to-root interference

Bending Fatigue

Low-cycle fatigue «1000 cycles to failure)
High-cycle fatigue «1000 cycles to failure)

this failure mode. The term scoring implies serar-
ching, and it will be used to describe abrasive wear
rather than scuffing.

Lubrication - Related Failure Modes
These articles are concerned with gear tooth.

failures that. are lnfluenced by lubrication. Pitting
or scuffing may cause the gear teeth to deteriorate
and generate dynamic forces. which in tum cause
the gear teeth to fail by bending fatigue. Inthese
eases the bending failurre is secondary and not
di:reo!:lyrelated to lubrication, w1illepitting or scuf-
fing are the primary failure modes, and both are
definitely iniJiuenced by lubrication. The failure
analyst must discern tile difference between pri-
mary and secondary failure modes because the
wrong corrective action is likely to be recom-
mended if a secondary fa:iluremode is mistaken for
the primary failure mode. For example, increas-
ing 'the size ofdle gear teeth to' prevent reoccurence
of the above-mentioned bending failure would only
make tbe situation worse by lowering thepitting
and scuffing resistance. GodfreyO) gives a good
description of lubrication-related failure modes.

With the above consideration~, overload and
bending fatigue are judged to be unrelated to

TABLE 1

Hertzian Fatigue
Pitting (initial. superficial, destructive, spa1lioa)
Micropitting (frosting. grey stainiDg. peeling)
Sub-case fatigue (case crushing)

Wear
Adhesion (nonnal, running-in, mild. moderate.
severe. excessive)
Abrasion (scoring. scratching. plowing, culling,
gouging)
Corrosion
Fretting - corrosion
Cavitation
Electrical discharge damage
Polishing (burnishing)

Scuffing
Scutfmg (scoring. galling, seizing, welding.
smearing. initial, moderate, destructive)

lubrication and are eliminated from further discus-
sion together wilih sub-case, Hertzian fatigue.
AIlihough corrosion ,fr:ettillg-corrosion, cavitation,
and 'electrical discharge damage are influenced by
lubrication, rueyare not discussed because these
failure modes occurrelativelyrarel.y ingearteeth,
Hence, the following failure modes are included
in the scope of this article: Hertzian fatigue, in-
cluding pitting and micropittillg; wear, Including
adhesion, abrasion, and polishing; and scuffing.

HertzianFatigue - Pitting. Pitting is a. com-
mon failure mode for gear teeth. because theyare
subjected to high Hertzian ccntaet stresses and
many stress cycles. For example, through-has-
denedgears are typically designed to withstand
contact stresses of approximately 100,000 p i,
wllilelbe contact stresses on ca:rburized gears may

reach 300.000 psi, In addition, a given toolh on
a pinion that is revol.ving at 3600 rpmaccumulates
over 5 million stress cycles every 24 hours.

Pitting is a fatigue phenomenon(8) which occurs
when a fatigue crack initiates either at the surface
of the gear tooth or ata small depth below the SUJ-

face. The crack usually propagates fora short
distance ina direction roughly paraIle]to tile tooth

I IEPPIdIIII
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Nomenclature Table

Symbols

Symbol Description Units

BM - thermal contact Ibf/lin iJ·s oF] Ve entraining velocity inls
coefficient Vrl' Vr2- rolling velocity inls

~ - semi-width of Hert- in (pinion. gear)
zian contact band WNr - normal operating Ibf

C - constant hp/gpm load

(See Table 3.) WNr - normal unit load Ibf/in
cM specific heat per Ibf in/[lb oF] Xw - welding factor

unit mass Xr - load sharing factor
d - operating pitch in a - pressure-viscosity in211t>2

diameter of pinion coefficient

EI'~ - modulus of elasticity Ibf/in2 A - specific film
(pinion. gear) thickness

Er - reduced modulus of Ibf/in2 AM - heat conductivity Ibf/[s oF]

elasticity /Am - mean coefficient of

h.mn - minimum film in friction
thickness p.., - absolute viscosity Reyns

Lmm minimum contact in Obslin2)
length "1 "2 - Poisson's ratio

n - pinion speed rpm (pinion. gear)
p - transmitted power hp "41) - kinematic viscosity cSt
q - oil flow rate gpm of 40°C

S - average surface "in (I I (12 - transverse radius of in
roughness, rms curvature (pinion,

Th - bulk temperature OF gear)
Tb, test - bulk temperature of OF (1M - density Ib/in3

test gears (In - normal relative in
Tc - contact temperature OF radius of curvature
Tf - flash temperature OF 0 - composite surface lLin
Tf, test - maximum flash OF roughness, nns

temperature of test 0.. 02 - surface roughness. lLin
gears rms (pinion. gear)

Ts - scuffing temperature OF !/It, - base helix angle deg
V - operating pitch line ftlmin "'I, W:z - angular velocity radls

velocity (pinion. gear)

surface before turning or branChing to the surface.
When the cracks have grown. to the extenlthat they
separate a piece of the surface material. a pit is
formed. Wf several pits, grow togelher, the resulting
larger pit is often referred to as a "spall." Th.ere
is no endurance limit for Henzian futigue, and pit-
ting OCcurs even at low stresses if the gears are
operated long enough. Because there is no en-
durance limit,gear teeth must be designed for a
suitable, finite lifetime.

To extend the pining lifeof a gear et, the
designer must keep Ilheoontact stress low and the
material! strength and lubricant specific film
thickness high, There are seve.raIgeometric
variables, such as diameter, face width, number
of teeth, pressure angle, etc .• that may be optim-
ized to lower the contact stress. Material. alloys
and heat treatment are selected to obtain hard
tooth surfaces with high strength. Maximum p.it·
ling resistance isobtained with. carburized gear
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Methods for Preventing Pitting

1. Reduce contact stresses by reducing loads or
optimizing gear geometry.

2. Use clean steel, property heat treated to high
hardness, preferrably by carburizing.

3. Use smooth tooth surfaces produced by careful
grinding or honing.

4. Use an adequate amount of cool, clean, and dry
lubricant of adequate viscosity.

teeth because they have hard surfaces, and car-
burizing induces !beneficial compressive residual
stres e· which effectively lower the load stresses.
The drawbacks to using them are that lhey are rel-
atively expensive to produce and that they must be
finished by grinding. The details for obtaining high
lubricant· pecific filin thickness will be explained
later when eJastohydrodynamic (EHD) lubrication
is discussed. but general. recommendations are to
use an adequate supply of cool. clean. and dry
hibricant Ilhat has adequate viscusity aed a high
pres_ure-viseo ity coefficient.

Pitting may initiate at the surface or at a sub-
surface defect, such as a. nonmetallic inclusion.
With gear teeth, pits are most 'often of the surface-
initiated type because the hibrieantfilm thiekness
is usually Low, resulting in relatively high metal-
to-metal. contact. The interaction between asper-
ities of contact at defects, such as nicks or furrow .,
creates surface-initiated, rather than subsurface-
initiated cracks. For ~gh ..-speed gears with _mootb
surface finishes, the film thickness is greater,
and subsurface-initiated pitting, rather than. sur-
face-initiated, may predominate. In these cases,
pitting usually starts at a subsurface inclusion,
which acts as a point of stress concentratioe,
Cleaner teels.: ueh as those produced by vaeuum
melting, prolongtbe pitting life by reducing the
number .of inclu ions,

Contamination from water .in the lubricant i .
believed to promote pitting through hydrogen
embritllement of the metal, and abrasive particle
in the lubricant cause pitting by indenting the
tooth surfaces, causing stress concentrations
and/or disrupting the lubricant film ..At present,
the influence of lubricant additives on pitting
is unresolved,

Hettzian Fatigue - Micropitting. On relat-
ively soft gear tooth surfaces. such as thoseef

through-hardened gears, Hertzia:n fatigue forms
large pits with dimensiens on the order of
millimeters. Wilb surface-hardened gears, such as
earburized, nitrided, Induction-hardened, and
flame-hardened, pitting may occur on a. much
smaller scale, typic.ally only lO~m deep. To the
naked eye, the areas where micropitting has oc-
curred appear frosted, and "frosting" is a popular
tenn for micropitting .. Japanese researchers(9)
have referred to the failure mode as "'grey stain-
ing" because: the Light-scattering properties of
micropirting gives the gear teeth a grey appear-
ance .. Under the scannillg electron microscope
(SSM) immediately evident is that micropitting
proceeds by the same fatigue process as classical
piniag, except the pits are extremely small.

Many times micropitting is not destructive to the
gear tooth surface. It sometimes oceurs only in
patches and may stop after the tnOOlogical condi-
tions have improved by running-in ..Th micropits
may actually be removed by light polishing wear
during running-in, in whicb case the micropitting
is said to "Ileal." However.jhere have been ex-
amples(9-11) where micrepining has escalated in-
to full-scale pitting, leading to the destruction of
the gear teeth,

The specific filmthickness is the most impor-
tant parameter that influences mi.cropitting.
Damage seems to occur most readily .01'1 gear teeth
with. rough surfaces, especially when they are
lubricated with low viscosity l.u.briCaJ1ts. Gears
finisbed with special grinding wheels to a mir-
ror-like finish(t2) have effectively eliminated
micropining. Slow-speed gears are prone to
micropitting because tlteirtiJrn thickness is low,

Methods for Preventing Micropitting

1, Use smooth tooth surfaces produced by careful
grinding or honing.

2. Use an adequate amount of cool, clean, and dry
lubricant of the highest viscosity permissible.

3. Use high speeds ~ possible.
4. Use carburized steel with proper camon content

in the surface layers.

To prevent micropitting, the specific film thicImess
should be maximized by using smooth gear tooth
surfaces. high-viscosity [ubricants, and high
speeds. Experiments(lO) have shown thattlame-
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hardened and lnduetion-hardened gears have less Wear is considered excessive when the tooth pro-
resistance to micropitting 'than carburizedgears of rues wear to the ,extent that higb dyna roic loads
the same hardness, This is probably due to the occur or the tooth thickness isreduced to the ex-
lower carbon content of the surface Layers of the tent that bending fatigue becomes possible.
flame-hardened and induction-hardened gears.

Wear - Adhesion. Adhesive wear is classified
as "mild" if it L confined to the oxide layers of the
gear tooth surfaces, If, however, the oxide layers
are disrupted, and bare metal!is exposed. the trans-
ition to severe adhesive wear \1 WIlly occurs.
Severe adhesive wear is termed scuffing and will
be discussed later, Here we assume that scuffing
has been avoided through proper design of the
gears, selection of the lubricant, and control of the
running-in process.

When new gear units are first operated, the COD-

tact between the gear teeth is not optimum because
of unavoidable manufacliUliIlg inaccuracies. If the
tribological conditions are favorable, mild ad-
hesive wear occurs during running-in and usually
subsides with time. resulting in a. satisfactory
lifetime for the gears. The wear that occurs, dur-
rng nmning-in is beneficial if it smooths the tooth
surfaces, increasing the speeificfilm thickness, and
itf it increases the area of contact by removing
minor imperfsctions throUgh local wear, TD ensure
'litat the wear rate remains under control, run in
new gearsets by operating for at least the first ten
hours at one-half load ..

The amount of wear considered tolerable de-
pends on the expected lifetime for the gear and
requirements for control of noise and vibration.

Methods for Preventing Adhesive Wear

1. Use smooth tooth surfaces.
2. If possible, run in new gearsets by operating the

first ten hours at one-haIf load.
3. Use high speeds if possible. Otherwise,

recognize that highly loaded, sIow-speed gears
are boundary lubricated and are especially
prone to excessive wear. For these condnions,
specify nitrided gears and the highest permiss~
ble lubricant viscosity.

4. For very slow-speed gears «10 fpm), avoid us-
ing lubricants with sulphur-phosphorous
addnives.

5. Use an adequate amount of cool, clean, and dry
lubricant of the highest viscosity permissible.

Many gears, because of practical limits on lubri-
cant viscosity" speed, and temperature, must
operate under boundary-lubricated conditions
where some wear is inevitable .. Highly loaded.
slow' peed «100 fpm), boundary-lubricated gears
are especially prone to excessive wear. Tests with
slow-speed!gears(!Oj have hawD that. nitrided
gears have good wear resistance, while carburized
and through-hardened gears have similar, but
lower wear resistance, Reference 10 concluded
that lubricant viscosity has the greatest influence
on slow-speed, adhesive wear. and that higb -
viscosity Iubricants reduce the wear rate signifi-
candy. The same authors found that sulphur-
pho phoruu additives can be detrimental! with
slow-speed «to fpm) gears, giving very high
wear rates.

A few gear units operate under ideal conditions
with smooth tooth surfaces, high pitch line speed,
and high lubricant film thickness. For example,
turbine gears that operated almost continuously at
30,000 fpm pitch line speed stillhad the original
machining marks on their teeth, even after op-
era:~g for .20years ..Most gears, however. operate
between the boundary and full-film lubrication
regimes, under elastohydrodynamic (EHD} COD-

ditions, In the EHD regime, with the proper type
and viscosity of lubricant,the wear rate usually
reduces during running-in and adhesive wear vir-
tually ceases once runnlng-ia is completed. If the
lubricant is properly maintained (cool, clean, and
dry), the gearset should not suffer an adhesive
wear failure.

Wear - Abrasion. Abrasive wear on gear
teeth is usually caused by contamination of the
lubricant by hard, sharp-edged particles .. Con-
taminationenters gearboxes by being built-in, in-
Ilernally generated, ingested through breathers and
seals, or iaadvenently added during maintenance.

Many gear manufaclUrers. do not fully appreciate
the significance of clean assembly; it. isllOt unoom-
moll. to find sand, machining ,chips, grinding dust,
weld splatter • or other debris in new gear boxes.
To remove bwilHn contamination. drain andflush
the gearbox lubricant. before start-up and again
after the first 50 hours of operation, refill with the
recommended lubricant, and install a new oil filter,



Methods for Preventing
Abrasive Wear

1. Remove built-in contamination from new gear-
boxes by draining and flushing the lubricant
before start-up and again after the first 50 hours
of operation. Refill with the recommended lubri-
cant and install a new filter.

2. Minimize intema.lly generated wear debris by us-
ing surface-hardened gear teeth, smooth tooth
surfaces, and high-viscosity lubricants.

3. Minimize ingested contamination by maintain-
ing oil-tight seals and using fittered breather
vents located in clean, non-pressurized areas.

4. Minimize contamination that is added during
maintenance by using good housekeeping
procedures.

5. For circulating oil systems, use fine filtration.
6. For oil bath systems, change the lubricant at

least every 2500 hours or every six months.
7. Monitor the lubricant with spectrographic and

ferrographic analysis together with analysis of
acid number, viscosity, and water content.

Internally generated particles are usually wear
debris from gears or bearings due to Hertzian
fatigl.le pitting or adhesive and abrasive wear.
The wear panicles are especially abrasive be-
cause they become work-hardened when they
are trapped between me gearteeth, Internalily
generated wear debris callibe minimized by using
accurate, surface-hardened gea:r teeth. (with high
pitting resistance), smooth surfaces, and high
viscosity lubricants.

Breather vents are used on gearboxes to vent in-
ternal pressure, which may OCCUIi' when air enters
through seals, ot when air wilhJn dIe gearbox ex-
pands (or contracts) during the nonnallheating and
,cooling of the gear unit. Th - breather vent should
be located in a clean, non-pressurized area and
should have a filter to prevent ingress of airborne
contaminants. In especially harsh envisonmeats,
the gearbox. can be complet.ely sealed, and the
pressure variation can be accommodated by an ex-
pansion chamber with a flexible diaphragm.

All. maintenance procedures which involve
opening any part of the gearbox or lubrication
system must be carefully performed to prevent
contamination of the gearbox system.

Abrasive wear due to foreigll contaminants,
such as sand or internally generated wear debris,

called three-body abrasion, is a common occur-
rence. Two-body abrasion also occurs when hard
particles or asperities on onegear tooth abrade the
opposing tooth surface ..Unless the tooth surfaces
of a surface-hardened gear are smoothly finished,
mey will act like files if the mating gear is ap-
preciably softer. This isthe reason that a worm
pinion is polished after grinding before it is nm
with a bronze worm whee]. Manufactmers of com-
puter disk: drives have found that stainless steel
pLllion~mated with anodized aluminum racks hJlve
excessively high wear rates. The anod.ized layer
of the aluminum. rack is exlreme]ylhin and brit-
tle. and it breaks up and impregnates tbe relatively
soft stainless steel pinion, The aluminum oxide
particles then act. like emery paper and wear the
teeth of the rack very quickly .

The lubrication system should be carefully main-
tained. and monitored. to ensure that the gears
receive an adeq1l8te amount of cool , clean •.and dry
lubricant. For circulating-oil systems, fine filtra-
tion removes contamination. Filters as fine as 3, IUD
have significaatly increased gear life. For oil-bath
gearboxes, the lubricant should be changed fre-
quently to remove contamination. Under normal
operating conditions the lubricant should be
changed at least every 2500 operating hoursor six
months, whichever occurs first. For critical gear-
boxes a regular program of lubricant monitoring
can. help prevent gear failures by showing when
maintenance is required. The lubricant monitor-
ing should include spectrographic and fenographic
analysis of contamination, along with analysis of
acid number, viscosity, and water content.

Polishing wear. If the extreme pressure (EP)
additives in the lubricant are too' chemica1ty re-
aedve, they may cause polishing of the gear tooth
surfaces until they attain a bri,ght .• mirror finish.
Allh.ough the polished gear teeth may look good,
polishing wear is undesirable because it generally
reduces gear accuracy by wearing the tooth pro-
files away from their ideal form. EP additives
used in. lubricants to prevent scuffing, such as
sulfer and phosphorous, will be covered when
scuffing is discussed. They function by forming
iron sulfide and iron phosphate films on areas of
me gear teeth where high temperatures occur,
Ideail1y., the additives should react only at
temperatures where there is a danger of welding,
!flhe rate of reaction is too high, and there is a OOR-

tinuous removal of the surface films caused by
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scuffing during the critical running-in period.
The basic mechanism of scuffing is not

understood clearly, but by general agreement, it
is believed to be caused by intense frictional
heating generated by the combination of high
sliding velocity and intense surface pressure,
Blok'S<14)critical temperature theory is believed to
be the best criterion for predicting scuffmg. Wt
S1iates that scuffing will occur in gear teeth that we
sliding under boundary-lubricated conditions,
whenlhe maximum contact temperature of the
gear teeth reaches a critical magnitude. For
mineral oils without. anti-scufffEP additives. each
combination of oil and rubbing materials has, a
critical scuffing temperature which is constant,
regardless of the operating conditions. (I~) The
critical scuffmgtemperatures are Dotconstant for
synthetic lubricants and lubricants with anti-scuff
additives; lhey must be determined from tests
which closely simulate the operating conditions of
the gears ..

Today, most anti-scuff additives are sulfur-
ScuffIDg, Scuffing is defined as localized phosphorus compounds, which form boundary

damage caused by solid-phase welding between lubricating rums by chemically reacting with the
sliding surfaces, It is accompanied! by transfer of metal surfaces of the gear teel:h. at local points of
metal from one surface to another due to welding higb temperature. Anti-scuff films help prevent
and tearing. It may OCCUI: in any sliding and roll- scuffing by forming solid films on the gear tooth

very fine abrasives in the hibricant, the polishing
wear may become excessive.

Polishing wear can be prevented by using less
chemically active additives ..Asan alternative to
ulfus -phosphorous additives, anti-scuff lubricants

are available with dispersions of potassium bor-
ate(13) which deposit EP films without chemically
reacting w:ith. the metal, Removing the abrasives
in the lubriean; by using fine filtration or frequent
oilchanges is helpful.

Methods of Preventing
Polishing Wear

1. Use less chemically active anti-scuff additives,
such as borate.

2. Remove abrasives from the lubricant by using
fine filtration or frequent oil changes.

ing contact where the oil film is net thick len ugh
to separate the surfaces. The symptoms are micro-
scopically rough. matte, tom surfaces. Surface
analysis that shows transfer of metal from one sur-
face to the other is proof of scuffing.

Scuffing can occur in gear teeth when they
operate in the boundary lubrication regime. If the
lubricant film is insufficient to prevent signiflcant
metal-to-metal contact, the oxide layers that nor-
mally protect the gear tooth surfaces may be
broken through, and the bare metal surfaces may
weld together. The sliding that occurs between
gear teeth results in tearing afthe welded junctions,
metal tr1mSfer, and catastrophic damage,

In. contrast to' pitting and bending fatigue, which
only occur after a period of running time •.scuff-
ing may occur immediately upon start-up ..fi1 fact,
gears are most vulnerable to scuffing when they
are new, and their toolh swfaoes have oot yet been
smoothed by runningin, For thl reason, it is wise
to run in a new gearbox under one-half load for
at least ten hours-to reduce the surface roughness
of the teeth before applying full load, The gear
teeth can be coated with iron manganese phosphate
or plated with copper or silver to protect them from

surfaces and inhibiting true metal~~metall contact.
The films of iron sulfide and iron phosphate have

Methods for Preventing Scuffing

1. Use smooth tooth surfaces produced by careful
grinding or honing.

2. Protect the gear teeth during the critical running-
in period by coating them with iron manganese
phosphate or plating them with copper or silver.
Run in new gearsets by operating the first ten
hours at one-haN load.

3. Use high viscosity lubricants with anti-scuff ad-
dnives, such as sulfur, phosphorous, or borate.

4. Cool the gear teeth by supplying an adequate
amount of cool lubricant. For circulatirtg-{)il
systems, use a heat exchanger to cool the
lubricant.

5. Optimize the gear tooth geometry by using smaI
teeth, addendum, and profile modification.

6. Use accurate gear teeth, rigid gear mountings,
and good helix alignment.

7. Use nitrided steels for maximum scuffing
resistance. Do not use stainless steel or
aluminum for gears.



high melting points, allowing them to remain as
solids on the gear tooth surfaces even at high con-
tact temperatures. The rate 'of reaction of the anti-
scuff addilives is greatest where the gear tooth con-
tact temperatures are highest. Because of the rub-
bing action of the gear teeth. the surface films are
repeatedly scraped off and reformed .. In effect.
scuffing is prevented by substituting mild corro-
sion in its place. OocasionaUy, anti-scuffaddltives,
such as sulfer, are too chemically active, causing
polishing wear and necessitating a change to less
aggressive additives. Lubricants with anti-scuff ad-
ditives of potassium borate do not 'C8:1ilSe polishing
wear because they deposit glass-like boundary
films without reacting with. the metal:.

For mineral oils without anti-scuff additives,
the critical souffingtemperature increases with
increasing viscosity, and ranges from 150°C to
300° C. The increased scu~mg resistance of high.
viscosity lubricants is believed to be due to dif-
ferences in chemical composition rather than in-
creases in viscosity. However, a viscosity increase
also helps to reduce dle risk of scuffing by in-

Fig. 1

PITCH
POINT

creasing the lubricant film thickness and reducing
the contact temperature generated by metal-to-
metal. contact.

Scuffing is controlled by the total contact
temperature Tc, which consists of the sum of the
gear bulk temperature Tb, and the flash
temperature Tf; i.e.,

Tc = Tb + Tf

The bulk temperature is the equilibrium
temperature of the surface of me gear teeth before
they enterlhe meshing zone. The flash temperature
is the local and instantaneous temperature rise that
occurs on dlegear teeth due to the frictional heating
as they pass through. the meshing zone.

Anything that reduces either the bulk tempera-
ture ortheflash temperature willreducethe total
contact temperature and lessen the risk of scuffing.
Higher viscosity lubricants or smoother tooth sur-
faces help by inereasingihe specific film thickness.
which in rum reduces the frictional heat and,
therrefore. the flash temperature. Also, the lubri-

LINE OF
ACTION
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cant performs the important function of removing
heat from the gear teeth. It must be supplied to the
gear teeth in. such a. way that it removes heat
rapidly and keeps a low bulk. temperature. A. heat
exchanger can be used with a circulating oil system
to cool the lubricant before it is sprayed at the
gears. The gear designer can. maximize scuffing
resistance by optimizing the gear geometry so mat
the gear teelh are as smaD as possible, consistent.
with bending strength requirements, to reduce the
temperature rise caused by sliding, Fig, 1 shows
thai the roUing velocities, Vrl and Vr2, linearly
increase from zero at the iaterfereace points. to a
maximum at each end of the path of contact. The
sliding velocity is represented by the distance be-
tween the Vrl and Vr2 lines. The amount of
sliding is proportional to the distance from the pitch
point, P, and is zero when the gear teeth contact
atthe pitch point, and largest at the e:nds of the
path. Addendem modiflcation can be used to
balance and minimizelhe temperature rise that oc-
curs in the addend'umand dedendum of the gear
teeth. The temperature rise may also be reduced
by modifying the tooth profiles, with slight t1p
and/or root relief to ease the load at the start and
end of the engagement path where the sliding
velocities arethe greatest. AIso',lhe gear teeth must
be accurate and held rigidly ingood alignment to
minimize tooth ~oading and, therefore, the
temperature rise .

Gear materials should be chosen with their seuf-
fing resistance in mind. Nitrided steels, such .8S

NitraUoy 135M,.are generally found to have the
highest resistance to scuffing, while stainless steels
are liable to scuffevenunder near-zero loads, The
thin oxide layer on stainless steel. is hard and brit-
tle, and it breaks up ,easily under sliding loads, ex-
po ingdIe bare metal, mu promoting scuffing.
Anodized aluminum has a low scuffing resistance
similar to stainless steel, Hardnes does not seem
to be a reliable indication of scuffing resistance.

Acknowledgement: RepriJJled by permission of Society of
Tribologists and Lubrication' Engint!t!rs.
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Bevel Gear
Manufacturing

Troubleshooting
_l., ~~~]lI:

I_~ IIiL~~_J N_ IN',

BASIC GEARING DEFINITIONS·

• GEAR - The member with the larger number of teeth.

• PINION - The member with the smaller number of teeth.

• PITCH LINE RUNOUT Is the tataI variation between high and low Indicator readings of the amount of pitch
line error as observed from a fixed reference point perpendicular to the axis of gear rotation. Runout readi
include eccentricity and out-of..roundness of the pitch line.

• PITCH VARIATION Is the difference between the pitch and the measured distance between the
corresponding points on any two adjacent 1aeIh.

• TOOTH CONTACT is the area on a tooth surface from which marking compound is removed when the
gears are run together In a test machine.

• LAME CONTACT Is a condition existing when the tooth contact pattern on one side of a tooth is nearer the
top (or flank) than is the tooth contact pattern on the opposite side of the same tooth.

·(GLEASON WORKS, Testing and lnapectlng Bevel and Hypoid GeIlB, 1979)

Abstract: facturing problems.
The quality of gearing is a function of many The manufacturing of a desired quality level

factors ranging from. design, manufacturing pro- bevel gear set is a function of many factors, in-
cesse ,machine capability., gear steellitlaterial,lhecludmg, but cenainly not limited to, design,
machine operator, and the quality controI.methods manufacturing processes, machine capability. gear
employed, This article discusses many ofthe bevel materials. the machine operator, and the quality
gear manufacturing problems encountered by gear control methods employed, In this article we will
manufacturers and some of the troubleshooting make some basic assumptions about the bevel gear
techniques used. design,engineering specifications, and the basic

processes and concentrate mainly on the problems
found in bevel cutting, heat treating, and hardIn'roduction

A goal of all gear maaufacturers is to have the
ahility to set up several different bevel machines,
accurately duplicate a."production reference," and
meet all quality requirements with. a minimum
amount ofIabor and scrap. This is true for cutting.
lapping. and hard finishing of tooth profiles.

Some manufacturers have taJ::~na major step in
accomplishing this goal by IDeaddition of today's
new CNC cutting, lapping. skiving. and grinding
equipment. However. the maaufaensrers that still.
use predominantly old mechanicalbevel gear man-
ufacturing equipment are much more susceptible to
and likely to struggle with a, wide v.ariety of manu-

finishing operations.

Assumptions
We want to concentrate primarily on bevel gear

manufacturing problems that are encountered by
manufacturers that frequently set up and produce
a variety of bevel summarie on a.repetitive basis.
Therefore. we have made the following
assumptions.
1. The bevel set design is good, tooth contact
analysis programs have been run, and motion
curves and displacement values are withjn desired
parameters ..



TABLE 1 - HYPOID/SPIRAL BEVEL GEAR & PINION SET PROCESSING

GEAR PINION
FORGING

PRE- TREATMENT NORMALIZE

FORGING

PRE-TREATMENT NORMALlZE

BLANKING • Profile Turning
• Splining
• Green Grinding
• Threading
• Iidentiticatiion

BLANKING • Profile Turning
• Broaching
• Hole Drilling
• ldentiticanon

TOOTH CUTTING • Machine Setup
TOOTH CUTTING • Machine Setup

GREEN TEST • Cutting Setup Approvall
• Size and:Contact Comparison to

Production "Ref."
• Inspection

GREEN TEST • Cutting Setup Approval
• Size and Contact Comparison to

Production "Ref."
• Inspection

BURRING, CHAMFERING
BURRING, CHAMFERING

HEAT TREAT • Carburizeand Quench
• Bore Size
• Gear Geometry

HEAT TREAT • Carburizeand Quench
• Induction Anneal
• Straightening

HARD GRIND • Bore LD.
HARD GRIND • Bearing Journals

MATCH AND LAP • Refine Tooth Surfaces for Acceptable Tooth Contacts
'OR and Noise Level!
HARD FINISH

HARD TEST • Monitor Finishing Operation

PR'OTECT • Phosphate Coating for Break In, Rust Proofing, and Identification

SHIP • Assembly Line or Customer

2. The bevel set development has been completed, the steps in the process and in what general order
"production references" made, and finished gear set they normally would follow ..
testing has been completed and found acceptable.
3. Engineering standards for bevel gear accuracies The8evel Gear and Pinion Cutting Operations
and toothcontact patterns have been set according Bevel gear and pinion cutting operations are by
to design and testing requirements. far the most critical ofthe bevel processing opera-
4 . The manufacturer has the gear set manufactur- tions. When performed to meet the manufacturer's
ing processes to meet the engineering standards for engineering specifications for tooth contact position
bevel gearing. and analytical tolerances. it will minimize the time
5. In general, the gear manufacturing equipment is and labor impact of all other post operations and
capable, and the work holding tooling is in good maintain the highest.level ofintended gear set qual-
shape and to specifications. ity. 'Ihis is also true for bevel sets that are processed
6. Both pinion and gear blanks meet process for hard finishing operations ..No matter what gear
specifications and are free of damage. cutting system you use the majority of what is
7.. Material handling of pinions, gears, and gear shown in Tables 2-7 should apply.
sets throughout the manufacturing process is ac-
complished without damage.
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The Heat Treatment Operation
of Gears and. Pinions

General Bevel Set Processing Generally, most manufacturers experience a
A general flow diagram. of hypoid and spiral decrease in quality levels as their gears and pinions

bevel gear processing is shown in Table 1. It lists pass through the heat treat operations. On the



average, the carburization and press quench proc- for tooth contact shape, length, and noise level. In
ess will decrease at least two levels in the AGMA general, we should take a good quality gear set and
rating tables. make it even better.

The nature of the heat treat operation alters the
geometry and microstructure of the "green" Finish Grinding of Gears
material. The areas of concern generally include and Pinion Locating Surfaces
flatness, roundness, taper, warpage, pockets, and The hard grinding of critical mounting dimen-
straightness. The deterioration of gear accuracies sions and bearing journals are as important to gear
has a negative impact on general gear quality, lap- quality and life as the cutting operation itself.
ping, and hard finishing cycle times, and may cause Engineering tolerances for runout, size, concen-
potential warranty problems. tridty , and perpendicularity must be met.

Hard Finishing of Gear and Conclusion
Pinion Tooth P-flofiles We have attempted, in these few pages, to

These processes consist of grinding or hard carbide discuss the hypoid and spiral bevel gear set
cutting the gear or pinion tooth profiles after the manufacturing process and to provide a general
heat treat operations. This post heat treat operation checklist that can be used to troubleshoot manufac-
offers us the ability to remove any heat treat distor- turing problems when. they occur.
tions that may haveoccurred, as well as improves Understanding the root causes of gear manufac-
the gear tooth accuracy. turing problems is good prevention and also COD-

tributes to improved quality and productivity.
The Lapping Operatien Of The Bevel Gear Set

The lapping of a bevel.gear set should be no more
thana minimal refining of the gear tooth surfaces

Aeknowledgemenu Presented at the SME Gear Clinic,
Nashville, TN, Oct. 16-18, 1990. Reprinted with permission,

TABLE 2 - THE GEAR CUTTING OPERATION

Problem Checklist

• TOOTH CONTACT
DUPLICATION

• Vertical Position/Cross • Improper Machine Settings
• Arbor D,imension Error -

• Vertical Position/Both Sides Heel or
Toe • limproper Machine Settings

• Arbor Dimension Error

• Lameness • Improper Cutter Sharpening
• Wrong Pressure Angle Cutter
- Cutter Gaging IError
• Arbor Dimensions Error

• PITCH LINE RUN OUT - DirtfChips
- 1'mproperly Mounted Workholding Equip.
• Improperly Mounted Cutter
• Clamping Pressure
• Clamping Spring Size
• Hydraulic Pressure
• Work Piece Not Seated Properly
• Overhead Bracket Support on Some Machines
- Clamping Pilate Size and Rigidity
- Locating Plat,efExpandlsc Size

• PITCH VARIATION • Index Plats Worn
• Index Lock-up Pawl Worn
• Stock Divislon Error by Operator
• Mechanical Index Counter !Error
• Amount of Stock Left for Finish Cut
- Bore Locator Undersize
-Finish Cutter Cutting in Roughing RooUine
• Drive Key Used

30GEA.R TECHNO'LOGY



TABLE 3 - THE PIN[QN CUTTING OPERATION

IProblem Checklist

• TOOTH CONT kCT
DUPLICA nON

• Verticall Position • Machine Settings
., Machine Difference
., Wrong Cutter P·oint Diameter
., Not GeneratedOul of Cut

., Pinion Cone ., Machine Center to Ba.ck
., Ratio Roll Gear
., Modi~ied Roll Gearling
., TUilSetting
., Wll'ong Pressure Angle Guner
• Improperly Groundl Cutter
• Cutting Collar length

• PITCH LINE RUNOUT Arbor Not Seated
Arbor Not Buill Properly
Blank lI.ooalingl Sudaces
Cracked Collet or Oversize Nose Piece
RunOlJt in Pinion IBlank locating Surfaces
Sliding Base Stop
Chucking Pressure

Co'llet Crac'ked
No Backlash in Mec'tlanicaJ Gearingl
Sliding Base Positive' Stop -
Cradle Brake Needs Adjustment
lubrication on Machine Gears
Too Much Stoc'k Left from Rougher
Root line Too Shallow and the IFinishCutter is Cut-
Mg: lin the Root

• Finish Cutter Is Too Deep and Cutting in the
Rootline

• Return Roll Centering Not Working Properly
• Very Rough Sulface Finish

TABLE 4 - HEATTRIEATCHECKLlST

Prob'lem Checklist

MAINTAINING GEAR
GEOMETRY
THROUGH HEAT TREAT

., Siz·e lisa FUnction of Case Dep~h and Gear Material

., Quench Oil Temperature

., Time from Furnace t.o Press Quench and Table'
Speed

• IHandling Equipment
• !load IPattern Height, Stack Weigh.,. and Spacers
., Quench Oil Flow Rates
• Dishing Cam "Zeroed"
• Quench IRhlQllPattern and Alignment Key
• Cleanliness of all
., Type, of Gear Steal
., Nicks, ancllBumps on Gears
., Lower Die Parallelism
• Inner, outer Ring, and Expander Pr;8ssure

MAINTAINING PIN10N
GEOMETRY
THROUGH HEAT TREAT

'. Loading Pattern/Verticall Versus IHorizontal
• Straightening
• Center Size
• CI'eanliness
• Quench on Ternperaiure

(continued on p. 32)



TABLE 5 - GiBAR & PINION FINISH GRINDING CHECKLIST

Problem Checklist

TABLE 6 - GEAR & PINION HARD FINISHING CHECKLIST

GRINDING GEAR LOCATlNG
SURFACES
• Runout

GRINDING PINION LOCATION
SURFACES
" Runout

• Pinion Cone IPosition

Problem

• Pitchline Locators
• Bore Size

• Centers IDamaged
• Bearing Diameter Undersi;ze
• Concentricity

• Amount of Grind Stock ,Removed From Thrust
Surface

CheckHst

TABLE 7 - LAPPING OPERATION CHECKLIST

• TOOTH CONTACT POSITION ,
l.AMENESS, PITCH LINE,
RUN OUT, AND PITCH
VARIATION

• INTERFERENCE, GRINDING
BURN

Problem

• IReterto Cutting List and SubstitUlethe Word Grin-
ding Wheel for Cutter

" Whole Depth of Wheel
" Speeds. Feeds, and Grit Size
• Amount at Coolant

Checklist

• TOOTH CONTACT
• Vertlcal Position and Lameness

" Interference Lines and Hard Spots
linTooth Contact AI,ea, Scoriing

• PITCH LINE RUNOUT

• PITCH VARIATION • Not Likely to Occur

• Gear Set Spot Priorto Lapping
• Machine Settings
• Oscillation Speeds
• Taemaeli Cam Setting
• Tester Setup -
• Lapping Backlash
" Pinion AootHne/Sliding' 'Base
• Topram
" Position of Compound IPipe
" Lapping Grit Size
• Contamination of V,ahicle
• Undersize Gear or Pinion Tooth
• Nicks and !Bumps

• Workhol'ding Tooling
• Mounting oHha Workholding Too'ling
• Gear or Pinion Locating Surfa.ces -
• Runout Cut into Gear or Pinion
• RPM ot Lapping Machine
• Brake/Torque lOuring Lapping
• Tester Tooling and Setup



Synthesis of Spiral
Bevel Gears

System. TIle design ofeaeh type of spiral. beveI gear For the most common case when "t = 90° , we
depends en tile method of generation used. It is obtain
based OD. specified and detailed directions which
have been worked out by the mentioned. companies,
However. there are some general.aspects, such as
the concepts of pitch cones, generating gear, and
conditions of force transmissions that are common
for all types of spiral bevel gears.

There are different types of spiral bevel gears,
based on the methods of generation of gear-tooth
surfaces. A few notable ones are the 'Gleason's gear-
ing, tile .KlingeInberg's PaUoid System, and die
KJingeInberg:sand Oerlikon's Cydo .Palliod

Pitcll Cones
Consider that rotation is transformed between

two intersected axis, Oal and Oa2, which make an
angle r (Fig. 1). The.angu1ar velocities in rotation
about these pes. are ",Ul and ""m The instan-
taneous axis of rotation (01)1 is the line ofaction of
the relative angular velocity

or

The instantaneous axis of rotation is the l~neof
tangen.~yof the pitch cones that roll.over each other
witbout slipping. The apex.angles oftbe pitch cones
"tl and "(2 are represented by the following
equations:

m12. + cos "tcot 1'1 = .......::::....-.----'-
sm ')'

fi21 + cos ')'
ClOt: 1'2 = -.':=':"'_, ----'-

sm "t

Here
ml2 = ",(I) = N2and m21 = (.1.1(2) = NI

. ",(2) N.·· CAl(\) N2

are me gear ratio; N. and N2 are the number of
gear teeth.

cot 1'2 = mll (5)

Plane nis a tangent plane to. the pitch cones (Fig.
1). We may imagine that plane Il rotates about axis
Oag with angular velocity ",,(2,) while the pitch
cones rotate wilh angular velocities",w and ",(2)

about axes Oaland Oa2•.respectively. Plane n,
limited with. the circle of radius 01, .may be con-
sidered as a particular case of a pitch cone surface
having an apex "ti' which approaches 90° and has
an outer cone distance equal to 01.

Generating Gear: 'J.YpesofSpira1 Bevel Gearing
Consider thata generating surface I:gis rigidly

(I) connected to the pitch plane n. Surface Eg rotates
with the pitch plane n about Oag (Fig. 0 wltile
gear blanks rotateabout Oal and Oa2, respec-
tively. Surface 1:g generates tooth surfaces 1:Iand
1:2 on gears l and 2, Sucha generating process
provides'conjugategear-'tooth surfaces 1:1 and E2
which contact each other alo.nga line at every ins-
tant. The instantaneous line of contact moves over
surfacesE, and E2- Gears 1and 2, having surfaces
1:I and 1:2, will transfo.nn rotation about axes Oal
and Oa2 with the prescribed gear ratio, The type

of spiral bevel gearing depends on the type of
generating sUtrface.Eg,

Thegeneratiog surface for Gleason's splral bevel
gearing is a cone surface. The head cutter that cuts
the gear carries blades with straight-lined profiles.
Considera coordinate system Sc that is rigidly con-

(3)

(4)

I~L. LIIVI
is Prof~sSO'f' of M«hanito.l
Engineering at the UnilltTsiry
of nlioois at Chicago. In addi·
lian,worliing in ctmjvnclitm
with NASA,. Dr. Litvin haJ
tuveJQptd many .nng and im·
portan; ideos jO'f' the mal~
ma&al formulation and theo-
retical ufl/kr.stawiingof spur,
helical, and spiralbevelgtars.
The malerialin thiJ aTlicu iJ
taMn from a much lmgtTwor". nuTheoryofGtaring,
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gearing theory.
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nected to the head cutter and rotates with it about the
C-C axis. The head-cutter blades, being rotated
about C-C, generate a cone in the coordinate system
Sc. The angular velocity of rotation about C-C
does not depend on the generating motions and pro-
vides the desired velocity of cutting only.

To generate the gear tooth surface the head cutter
has to go through two, motions:

(H Rotation about Oag while the generatedgear
rotates about Oaij

f2) Rotation about C-C.
Rotations of the generating gear and the gear being

generated. are related since the instantaneous axis of
rotation is Ot. The rotation of the head cutter about
C-Cmay be ignored by considering that a generating
conesurface is rigidly connected to plane n (with
axis C-Cofthe cone) (Fig. 1) and rotates about axis
Oag• The motion of the generating gear (rotation
about Oag) is simulated by the rotation of the cradle
of the cutting machine whiehcarties the head cutter .

Consider the line of intersection L of the
generating surface with the pitch plane n. Inthe case
of Gleason's gearing, L is a circular arc ofradius R
(Fig. 13)., Line Lgenerates a spatial curve on the gear
pitch cone that is more like a helix rather thana spiral
although the gears are called spiral bevel gears.

The type of spiral bevel gears is related to the type
of the longimdinal shape of the gear. We differen-
tiate between the foHowing types of spiral bevel
gears,

(1) The Gleason's gearing (Fig. 2a): where the
longitudinal shape isa circular arc of radius .R.

(2) The Pall'oid System of Klingelnberg (Fig. 2b):
where the longitudinal shape is .approximately an
involute curve for a base circle of radius rb' The
generating surface of the Palloid System of
Klingelnberg is generated by a conical WOI1tl. The
tool isa conical hob wltich simulates the conical
wonn.

(3) The Cyclo-Palloid System ofKlingeffiberg and
Oerlikon System (Fig. 3) where the longimdinal
shape isan extended epicydoid, traced out by point.
P of the finishing blade of the head clltter. The blade
and circle of radius e are rigidly connected and
represent a rigid body. The circle of radius e rolls
over 1be gear circle 'of radius r. Thus tJhese circles are
centrodes of the head-cuner and of thegeaerating
gear. The head cutter rotates about O~ and the
generating gear rotates about Og. Unlike the
generation of Gleason's gearing, the rotations of the
head-cutter and the generating gear .intbecase of the
Cyelo-Palloid System are related: point .lis the in-



stanteous center of rotation in. the relative motion 'of
the bead cutter with respect to the generating gear.

In realitylhe methods of generation discussed are
more complicated because they have to provide a
localized contact of gear-tooth surfaces. It.is for this
reason that two genera.tiJlg surfaces are used instead
of one,

Hencefortl1, we will desigmal:etile direction oCtile
tangent to tile IOllgitudinal shape at point P by fJ.
.Point P is the point of intersection of' the instaD-
tmeous axis of rotation 0;and the shape (Figs. 2
and 3) ..The longimdinal shape (the spiral) can be
right-handed or left-handed, . .similar to therigl:lt~
handed and left':handed. helical gears. Fig. 3 shows
right.-banded .spirals.

'Tooth iElemeDt Proportions
The axial, section of the Palloid gearing and the

Cyclo Palloid gearing is shown in Fig 4a.This gear-
ing has a constant height of the teeth ..

The axial section oCtheGleason' gearing is Shown
in.Fig..4b ..TOOIhheight. changes proportionallyro the
distance from the apex and the three cones - the
pitch cone,dec1endwn 'cone, andaddendwn cones -
have the same apex, In some cases, tb.e gears are
designed with different apices for the mentioned
cones to provide a constant backlash between the
dedendums and addendums of mating gears.

The transverse diametral pitch is given for the
back cone. The pilCh diameter fo:rlbe gear is deter-
minedby

- Ni,a.=-
I P

where P is 'the diametra] pitch and Ni is the 'tooth
number.

1be outer cone distance Ao is determined by

The addendum and dedendum angles are
.represented by Fig. 4b.

__I .b
42 = tan -- Ao

Here a and bare the dimensions of the addendum
and dedendum for the back cone expressed in tenns
ofthe diametral pitch ..
Acknowledgement..: .Reprinred' frcmTheory of Gearing,
FaydorL. UllIm. NASAR.P. 1212. AVSCOMT..R. 88·C.fJ85.
Availablefrom th« Superilltt!nilOll O!DocIllMIlIS. U. S. ,00111.
Printing biJice. Washing/on, D.C.
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[ntroduction Other methods used to hard finish gear teeth
The quality of a gear and its performance is include skiving (using carbide cutters), lapping

determined by the following five parameters, (using abrasive grit suspended in oil), and honing
which should be specified for each gear: Pitch (using an. abrasive grit stone in the form of a
diameter, involute form, lead accuracy, spacingmaling gear).
accuracy, and true axis of rotation. The first four Tbeset"our methods each. have limitations, and
parameters can be measured or charted and have one must decide which will best meet the re-
to be within tolerance with respect to the fifth. quirements of the gear application. An. under-
Pitch diameter, involute, lead, and spacing of a standing of each process will serve as a guide to
gear can have master gear quality when measured using the best and most economical: method.
or charted on a testing machine .•but the gear might High-temperature, high-alloy gear materials
perform badly if the true axis of rotation after in- used todayare being ground out of the solid in less
stallation is no longer the same one used when time than. cutting in some cases. With the new
testing the gear. grinding and abrasive technology used today.,

Tbis fact leads to the first requirement which grinding out of the solid is becoming an
should be met when finishing gears: The surfaces
used to position the gear in its final assembly
should also be used to position the gear fo.r either
soft or hard finishing .. A second requirement,
which is increasingly accepted, is that the equip-
ment used for soft. or hardfinishing gears should
provide controlled motion to accurately produce
involute, lead, and spacing,

Purpose of Grinding Gear Teeth
Gear teeth are ground to assure accuracy and

consistency of tooth geometry. Grinding may also
be the most economical method of finishing gear
teeth. Generally ground gears are carburized and
hardened. The heat treating process bas the
tendency to distort the gear blank.thus .affecting
the tooth accuracy, requiring hard finishing of the
teeth. Grinding gear teeth provides a reliable
method of frnishing gear teeth .

economical alternative to other approaches.
High-performanceand beavy loaded gears are

generally carburized and hardened. To increase
their lifeand durability, the teeth must be ground
to achieve a controlled tooth. geometry. In many
cases modified involutes and crowning are re-
quired. to reduce end loading. GrindiQg gear teeth
is the method to use to achleve these modifications.

Case-Hardened. Gear Teeth
Stock: removal of the teeth of carburized and

hardened gears must beeontrolled ..It is recom-
mended that no more than 20% of the effective
case depth be removed. For example, the stock
removal should not exceed .OOr]'for case depths of
.0'25 to .035 ...

Abusive grinding of gear teeth must be avoided ..
Generally abusive grinding will temper the gear
tooth surface and reduce the surface hardness.



THREADED WHEEL GEAR GRINDING METHOD

Tempering of the tooth surface may Dot be seen The face width capacity ranges up to [1 inches.
by the naked eye, but can be determined by the Pitch and helix angle determine the maximum face
Nital ,etch process, Severe tempering often causes
locall rehardening, which. in tum. can cause sur-
face cracks, and can be detennined by magnat11JX-
ing the gear ..

Gear GrindiQg Methods
Gear teeth are ground. by one of two basic

methods - ,either fonn or generate grinding.
Generate gear grinding machillesall use the fun-
damental rack principal. There are three ap-
proaches to this principaW, eachusing a differem
wheel geometry . They are dish-shaped! wheels,
threaded wheels,and conical wheels,

Form gear grinding is capable of grinding both
external and internal spur and helicall gear teeth.
There is a wide range of sizes and diametral pitches
in grinding machines ..Form grinding machines use
disk wheels, which are formed by dressing with
a diamond to include the oomplete envelope of the
involute tooth space.

Types of Generating Grinders

width of helical gears. The two screws provided
pitch ranges from 6 to 48 DP' or from 20 to 1:20
DF. The principle of the threaded wheel gener:atbtg
grinder is the same as the gear hobbing machine.
The gear is mounted vertically and moves axially
in both directions dlJring th.e grinding cycle. The

IGEAR GRINDING MACHI IES

• IGENERATE GRIND
- DISH-8HAPBI 'WHEEl --'MG -SWITlERlANIII

READEDI WHEEL REI A ER-
SWl11fRllND
OKA~ 010 - JAJ,A_Ni

-ICONICAL WHIL R8SHAUEB -
SWIll8UNO

URJER - GER IANY
LlEBHERR - GERMANY
P~ADTER:-KAPP' -
GERMANY

Threaded Whee~ Gear Grinders. (Reishaller)
(Okomoto). These gear grindersare fast, high-
precision machines employing a 13*,. diam-
eter threaded grindi~g wheel. A section. of the grinding wheel is fed into the work at the end of
threaded wheel is an involute rack. The machine each pass and is automatically changed from rough
was designed for external spur or helical gears to finish grinding speed. A hydraulic, actuated eol-
up to .30"in diameter with helix angles up to 4S" . let type damping device can be disengaged to'

1l1li .... 1
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allow the work m free the wheel for e~ceptioIlaJly
fine finishes.

Crush-forming a new grinding wheel thread re-
quires approximately four hours. For this reason
mostusers stock pre-formed wheels. Dressing a.
pre-cmshed wheel requires onlyahout 20 minutes.
Where profile modifications are required. it takes
somewhat longer. The wriversal truing attachment
can dress the w~ee] to produce involute profiles
or modified tips and flanks ..There are two types
of diamond-plated rolls mounted on motorized

CONICAL \JHEEL
GEAR GRINDING METHOD

INVOLUTE TOOTH PROFILE
GENERA TION \.lITH CONICAL. WHEEL

spindles available for dressing these wheels also ..
The single roll requires a very precise roM and
dresses both sides of the wheel at one time. The
two-roM meliIDdlbas two diamond rolls mounted
on independent spindtesand makes it easier to ad-
just for diamond roll wear.

A~ the work passesaxiaJIy through the grinding
wheel, the gear rocks .axiaHy W produce croWlll-
ing, Themagnirude and location of the axial pro-
tile modification iscontroUed by cams mounted on
the work slide.

The threaded wheel gear grinder is capable of
producing tooth profiie, spacing, and lead within
200 millionths of an inch. The surface finish pro-
duced is excelilent.

OenernUy best results are obtained with a good
grinding oil. andavilrified,aluminumox:ide grind-
ing wheel specification af3SA (1201180) (HI]) 9V.

Conicall Wheel 'Gear Grinder. l(Pratt & Whitney
Div.,ColtLndwtnes). These machines have not
been .manllfacttrred since World War ll; however,
a large numberofthemar-e stiJl in use in the U.S.
The machines are capable of grinding spur and
helical external gears only, with capacities for
gears up to 1S"in diameter ...

The cross section of the conical grinding wheel
is a straight profile rack tooth. The overhead grind-
ing wheel head ramreciprocates rapidly as the
work table feeds slowly back and fbrthat right
angles to the gear axis ... As the work table
reciprocates slowly, tne master gear rolls in mesh
with the statiOnary rack, causing the work gear to
roll in timed relation to the r~pidIy reciprocating
grinding wheel. This results ina generating action.
Indexing occurs at dleend oflhe table stroke where
the master rack. is raised, and the master gear in-
dexed one tooth ..

The whee] d.resser i a simple diamond tool
mechanism, set to dress the straight sides of the
grinding wheel to the normal pressure .angle of
the gear.

The recommended grinding wheels and grimling
coolants are similar to those reoonunended for
formgear grinders.

Saucer-shaped wheel gear grinder (MAAG),.
i Th generating gear grinding machine employs

two saucer-shaped grinding wheels. The grinders
are suitable for grinding external spur and helical
gears wi1h the various models having capacities lip
to 142w.in diameter. The diamettaJ pitch range
varies from 6 to 2S DP on the smallest machine



to 1 to. 9DP oillhe largest machlne.
The planes established by the rim of the saucer-

shaped grinding wheels represent tbe straight
profile rack tooth on which the work gear rolls
during the grinding cycle. The gear generating
motion is effected by a pitch or base circle block
and steel tapes . The work gear oscillates under the
grinding wheels as the upper work table recip-
rocates r~pidly at right angles to the axis of
the gear.

Helical gears. reqeire that an additional rotation
be superimposed on the generating motion, the
magnitude and direction of which is dependent
upon the helixangle, This is effected by a sliding
block and guide which impart transverse motion
to the tape s11ppon stand in proportion to the axial
feed motion. The lateral movement of the tape
stand is converted by the pitch block and tapes into
the additional rotary motion required.

Axial modification of the gear teetll. is also ef-
fected by theaxiaI feed motion which independ-
ently shifts the grinding wheels later~y in timed
relation to the feed stroke by means ofa cam-
eperated, hydromechanicall reducing feed system ..

The grinders employ a 1.5/20° method. and 3.0°
method. Inme 15120° .method, the grinding wheels
are inclined at the pressure angle of the gear to be
gJ:1Ol.md,andthe pitch block coincides with the
pitch circle of the gear . This method produces the
familiar criss-cross grinding pattern and is the
'easiest to set up. The 1512-0° method has the ad-
vantage that the rim of the saucer-shaped.grinding
wheel produces a generated fillet curve. The
l 5120" method is not suitable for grinding profile
or axial tooth modifications.

The 0" method. is an extension of the 15/20° I

method, TheparalleJ grinding wheels are set at 0"
pressure angle, and a pitch block, which coincides
withthe base circle of the gear to be ground, is
used. Theoretical!ly only one point on the rim of saucer-shaped generatin-8; wheels: (32AJ38A)
the saucer-shaped grinding wheels contact the (46130) (H/L) (5/9) V.
work ..This method bas Ihe advantage of being two Theoretically the rim of the saucer-shaped grind-
to tl:weetimes as fast as the ~5/20" method •.and fig wheel. contacts the tooth flank at one or two
i.t also makes profile and axial tooth grinding points, depending upon the angle setting of the
modifications possible. Since the contactpointon wheels. The point generation method removes
rim of the grinding wheel generates a cusp, it is metal at a relatively slower rate dian form grind-
necessary to protuberance-cut gears to be ground ing, but generates less heat and thereby obviates
with the 0" method in order to avoidundesirable the need for grinding coolants or oils. The grind-
ridges inthe root fillets. ing dust is removed by a dust collector provided.

The following ranges of specifications for grind- with the machine.
ing wheels are recommended for use with dry, The vertical column, which can be swivelled. to

WHEELS SET TO PRESSURE ANGLE ·0 METHOD
DISH-SHAPED IJHEEL GEAR GRINDING METHOD

FULL FILLET
ROOT RADIUS FLAT ROOT

CORNER RADIUS

FULL FILLET ROOT
RADIUS ~ITH PROTUBERANCE
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the desired helix angle, supports the two separately
powered grinding wheelheads. The grinding head
sJidecan be adjusted vertically to aeeommodate
diff t' . • Th' individual ,.....;""'; ,.headserent gear sizes, '. em .lulliU 6 g _
can be swiivelledto the angle corresponding to the
gear pressure angle or to vertical for zero-angie
grinding. The grinding heads are also displaced
laterally for various pitches.

In order to compensate fOIi tooth beam deflec-
tions under varying loads. it is desirable to relieve
the toolh profile at the tip andlllef:lamk., Profile
modifications are achieved by a bydromechanical,
cam-operated system, which. moves the grinding
spindles laterally in. timed relation with the
generating stroke.

Grinding, Wheels
Grinding wheels have five wheel specifications

to control them. They are abrasive, grit size, grade
(hardness), structllre,and bond.

Structure: Stmctu:r-e should be medium, be-
tween 6 and 7.

.Bond: Generally a vitrified bond is used, Vit-
rified wheels perform best On precision grinding
whereFonn is required to be held.

Wheel surface feed is iImportant, ,and in most
cases, 4,000 to 5,000 surface feet. per minute is a
desirable speed.

Form Gear Grinders
Abrasive: Aluminum oxide is the most com- The form. gear grinder is capable of grinding

monebrasive used to grind gear teeth, Cubic both extemal and internal spur and helical gears
Boron Nitride (CBN) , referred to as Borama,N up to 36~ in diameter ..The machines have capac-
is being introduced as an alternative abrasive. ity for diarnetral pitches from 64 to 2. An

Grit. size: Generally 50 to 80 grit size is used automaticgrinc1ing cycle is provided which
to' grind carburized and hardened gear teeth.
Micro-finish isa prime factor injudging WDat grit
size is required.

Gracie: Soft to mediumgrade(H, I, or J) isa
good start for hard gears,

FORMED 'WHEEL
GEAR GRINDING METHOD

- ------- -- --

,40 'COlA!! TECHHOLOGY'

reduces the neoessary reliance on operator skill,
and, atth.e same time, increases the accuracy of
the gears ground on a production basis by insur-
ing exact repeatability oftbe selected optimum
grinding cycle.

The gear to he ground is carried between centers
injhe index head and the Wlstock ..The index head,
tailstock, and the dresser are mounted on the work:
table, which reciprocates under the grinding
wheel.. The grindiD,g wheel head is mounted on col-
umn ways and supported by a grinding feed

, mechanism, which raises the grinding wheel after
automatic dr-essing at finish size ..

On the 'older machille models. the two diamond
tools which dress the grinding wheel. are aeaiated
by templates through reduction cams or panto-
graphs. The grin~g wheel is, dressed with suffi-
cient accuracy to produce tooth proflles grouad
within a tolerance band of .200 millionths
(0.000200) ofan inch. Since the dresser is cam-
actuated, Don-involute tooth forms, such as
cyc1oida~ teeth, Wildl1aber-No\likovgears,
straight-sided splines, and parallel.~sided splines,.
as weU as half-round bearing grooves, can be pro-
duced. with. equal ease and .accuracy,

Current dressing technology uses numerical



SHALLOW CASE DEPTH
IN RDIDT FILLETS

,controlled dressers. which have ball screw feeds.
They are more accurate and much easier to set up'.
The dressing of the whee] provid - an exact
duplication. of the tooth space of 'the part being
ground. This includes me profile, root. and root
radius. and determines the tooth thickness,

The gear is indexed by accurately gmund,
hardened index plates with 'the number ofgasbes
corresponding to the number of teeth in me gear
to be ground. Gears are normally ground with a
maximum tooth spacing variation betweenadja-

IGEAR GRIIOING I GHINES
• FORM IGRJND

-I Ial_AnONAl IBROAC'=I
- U•• A.

- KlP, - G ANIY
- IlfIBHERR - GBIMANY
- OUIOTOI- JAPAN

cent teelill. 0[200 millionths (o.'(Kl0200)of'an i!Ilch.
The lead prodll.cerl is within 100 millionths of an
inch per inch of face width.

The grinders also equipped with crowning orax-
ial mOOificatiOIli devices. The verticall motion oftbe
grindling wheel is superimposed on tbegrinding
feed. and produces a fully crowned tooth or end
ease-off designed to prevent end loading of the
teeth due to mounting uppon deflections under
varying operating loads.

The automatic grirIdifIg cycle reduoestbe hazard
of surface tempering. However, additional iD-

surance can be had and better finishes obtained by
using a high grade, weH-filtered, sulphurized or
chlorinated grindingoill.

.Recommended grinding wheels are vitrified
aluminum oxide wheels with 29A semi-friable or
hard brittle universal 38A abrasive. The grain sizes
vary from 46 to 80.for combined rough. and finish
grind. The hardness varies from H to J. and the
structure from a medium 5 to 9. Tile grinding
wheel range is (29A138A) (46/80.) (HJJ) 5/91 V.

C'onclusion
Production time estimates must be used with

caution. Appreciable deviations from the ,estimated
grinding time will. be dfected byvaria:tions in the
accuracy required, gear blank qwility,. grinding
stock,grinding cycle. grinding wheel used, coolant
efficiency, tooling loading fixtures, etc.

Adireei comparison ofllle gear grinding cycle
time with the cycle time of other gear tooth
finishing methods, such as finish cutting. sha.ving,
and honing, does not reflect die UUe relativeoo_t
of producing ground gears wilill. the cost ofproduc-
ing ,quality unground gears. Gear grinding can ef-
feet substantialcost savings in cutting .•perishable
tools, and inspection. Studies have shown that
.Iwdened andgrotmd precision gears may cot less
to proouct than comparable unground gears.

Acknowledgement: 11Iisarticlewaspr« enJed lIZ· the IIGMA
~ M=flJCt!U'ir!g SyrtrpQsiom, April 1-3, 1990,Cif!Ci!l!!ati,
OB. Pri7l1edwiJn: permission ,of ,rhe copyrighJ IIold~r. the
American G6uManufacturers As.sodDJion, 1j()() King Saul,
Suite' 201. Alexandria, ~A, 2231'4, me opinions, statemenu,
,and ctmoll.Si{)flS presmJed in lhe Jld/Mr are rIID t of rile Alllllor
and in no ~"'Y represent ,rill! position or opinion of the
AMERJCAN GEAR MANUFACfURERS ASSOCIATION.
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We'll Change The Way You View The Gearing World" ...

,GEAR EXPO '91
"TheWo.rld of Gearing"

Detroit, Mkhig.an
October 20 ..23, 1"9'1

•.AGMA's GEAR. EXPO presents
the latestiu design and manufac-
turing techniqo.esto an audience
equipped. with purchasing power!

r----------------------.
Yes! I am interested in attendlng o.r ,exhJb1ting H.t 'GEAR EXPO •
0' Please send me more lnformation on alte1Ulmg GEAR EXPO.
01 Please send me more inFormation on exhibitill/J a'GEAR EXPO •

• GEAR EXPO is bigger than ever,
with a 68% increase inbooth space
o.verthe'89show. Past·exhibitors
are expanding this year and bring-
ing heavier machinery onto. the
Roor. This show is ,already farger
than la.st year's!

Name/Co.mpany

Address

City, State, Zip

Telephone # (mclude area. code)

I.!·ff you supply lhe gear .industry, you
should be in Detl'oil.Octoher 20'-
23, 19.9'1. COBO Conference .and
Exhibition Center.
CIRCLE A·t2 on REA.'DER REPLV ·CARD

Please sendithls coupen to.: AGMA Headqua~ers,. 1500 King Street.,
S--':t--'e "·01 AI-' - rd " VA "'2'314 o.r call 703/684' 021-1 by Octo1i..~-l0..1. .'" , exan na, _. '" . _-__ . . .. -_ _ - 1IIa- •.---------------------_.
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~: .I have Just become involved : of the entire gear. Cbec1dng four teeth
with the inspection, of gears in. 8. pro- approximately 90° apart yields a better
duction operation and wonder why the sampling of what might exist on the gear,
procedure specifies tbat four mvolote but is still [lot a.good sample size if the
checks most be made on each side of gear comes from an unknown source.
the tooth of the gear being produced, : But in dlis case at least, different teeth are
where one tooth. is cheeked and: examined in four separately removed
cluu1ed iio each qua.dmnt of the gear. regions on the gear circumference .
Why is this done? Thesepa_rticular One does not freely accept the use of
gears are cheeked in the pre.;shaved, such a small sampling on the profile UIl-

fmisb-shaved, and Lfter-heat-tr·eat til there is some evideneejhat the process is used to finish-machine a gear , then
condition, so a lot .of prDfile checking
must be dDne.

Our Experts
Dil·'S-iC--U.I'S·-S-'_ ~ ' .. ' J' I •••

SII()P FI.J()(»){

is consistent and is under control. At least • considerations ofcertain interim quality
a few gears must be checked for profile levels between the pre-shave cutting of
in a number of positions across the face,

AllIer': The inv.olute or profile check as well as many teeth around the gear
is one oftl:te elemental cheeks made dur- perimeter, to assure this ...The shaving
ing the process of inspecting gears ..The process, for example, does have a CaR-

others include lead or parallelism,. tooth sistency in its process, and the four pro-
spacing, and runout ..In. dris case, refer- file checks are reasonably sufficient once .
ence is made only to the element of pro- . some historical data is developed, and the ~
file. wltichis usually based ana modified gear is in production.
involute curve, where the modifications On gears with smaller numbers of
may include tip relief,or both tip and root teeth, the runout error can cause 8. scat-
flank relief, called involute crowning ..
Routinely. the results of this check are
recorded as a trace ana chart,and the
results are verified by reference to a pro--
file diagram Dr .oK" chart, usually sup-
ported by some additional, written dimen-
sional limits, such as profile inclination,
fonn inclination averagiag, form rever-
sals, holes, or steps.

Ordinarily, the profile dleck is made
in the center plane oftl:t.egear tooth face,
and this only shows the conditions in a
very narrow band traced by the sensing
stylUS.. In other words, the check only
examines a very narrow slice of the en-
tire tooth flank. Consider that usually
many teeth in the gear are tested ..Then
checking .onlyone trace on one tooth is
a poor way of'judgingtae profile merits

tering of the involute traces for the four
quadrants checked, Frequently the over-
all profile error from tip to mot,taken
from the four checks, is averaged, can-
celling the runout effect.

Then, of course, the same inspection
procedure must be done for the opposite
tooth flaak, usuaHy working to the same
tolerances ..Planet gears and idlergears
must work on both flanks, while other
gears may be identified .ClS to driving or
foUowing flanks and might be toleranc-
ed separately.

The quality demands made ongea:rs
specifically for involute or profile con-
trol are usually related primarily to. the
final quality level required and second-
ariJy to the manufacturing methods em-
ployed. When. the gear shaving process

the gear and the shaving process are
essential, because in the shaving process,
no external rotational contra] is present,
and the gear being shaved is its own
steering or guiding element, and its pre-
shaved accuracy will affect me final
shaved accuracy level. In other words,
pre-shaved accuracy can cantril] Ihe
results after shaving. The better the
gear before shaving, the better the gear
after shaving ..

If a gear is subjected. to a heat treating
process after the shaving operation, then
the gear must be again inspected toas-
sure the final quality level is met. Ob-
viously this means some adjusttnents and

LJ Yi
is a consultan: for [TW·
Illinois Tools, a divisilY!l of
Illinois Tool Works, Inc. He
11m nearly 40 y«lTS' txperi.ence
in mgitlLmng and manu.·

facturing. He is amnnbl!T .of
AGMA and ASME and is 1M
tl'!Ltlwr ·oJmany articles Oflitool
applirotiom,. gaging. gear
tiesigrn, and gear inspection.
To cO'Illad Mr. Jaflininclt,
circle Rtmkr Seroic« No. 45.
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Oueadon: As we monitor the wear
___________________________ ....... ,1 oocurring on hobs in our gear cut-

ting operation, we notice that some
different wear patterns develop. Most
of the time they .appear as edge wear
where a definite wear land on the
hob tooth. side Rank. develops. At otber
times, the edge wear seems less, but.
a defmite wear gouge oocurs on the
hob tooth cutting face. What causes.
the differeooes·?

Now use your A'MER!ICAN EXPRESS, Visa,
or 'Master Card to subscribe to

GEAIRTECHNOLOGY
$40.00 for 1 year (6:issues) in the U.S.;
$50.00 ln Canada; $55.00 ·elsewhere.

Call (800) 451·8,166 to place your order.

CIRCLE ,6,·24 en READER REPLY CA'RO

allowances must be prescribed in the
dimensioning of the shaved profile in
anticipation of changes during the ther-
mal processing.

Today some of the monotony
associated with manual profile inspec-
tion, recording, and analysis can be
reduced with the use of programmable
computer controlled gear inspection
equipment. It can. also be highly useful
when extensive checking must be done
when doing developmental work: or do-
ing troubleshooting work.

AIls!'..; Factors involved in the develop-
ment of wearpeuems on rotary cutting
tools, such as gear hobs, include the work
material, hardnessand microstructure,
tool material. hardness, surface 6JJish,
surface treatment and special coatings,
machine-tool-work rigidity and guid-
ance, hob shifting methods, cutting
speeds, feed rates, and eoolants. Even
things, such as climb or conventional.
cutting, and gear part geometry, such as
helix angle or pressure angle, can have
an influence.

In spite of all these variables, we can
make some observations of average re-
snits seen on the cutting of typical car-
burizing gear steels being cut in the 180
BHN hardness range using uncoated
bobs made of M-2 or M-3 high-speed
steels. Usually the wear patterns ob-
served can be divided into four cate-
gories. First, edge wear; second, face
gouging or cratering: third, edge chip-
ping; and last, peel back.

Edge wear alone is frequently found on
single stan or singlethread hobs, where



feediing the hob fast enough to utilize
available machine power is possible.
Because of the many available hob flutes
and a limited feed rate. the tool cutting
edge flank is abraded. This is due to a
light chip load!per tooth and!is caused by
skating or rubbing. This condition can be
seen on any hob being applied with a tight
drip load per tooth.

Cratering is usually the result of sub-
stantial feed rates coupled with the use of
high production ..multiple-start boos. The
available power of the hobbing machine
can be utilized. and substantially heavy
chip loads are imposed 00 the hob t.ooth.
face. abrading away a pocket or crater
area near the cutting edge where the chip
impinges. Edge or flank wear, although.
also present, IIlsually appears less severe
when compared with the amount of
cratering. If the crater wear approaches

the cutting edge, it is probable that edge
chipping wiU ultimately occur.

Chipping can also be caused by brit-
tleness at the cutting edge from higher
hardness, higher alloyed, high-speed
steels, or from a surface treatment, such
as nritridi~g.Ifa drip does occur, and the
tool continues running, further edge
damage can be seen asa washed out area
nucleating at the chip. This is called peel
back, and usually the evidence of the
'originating problem, such as a. micro-
chip, is gone. Peel back can progress
very quicldy when a tool is operating at
high production speeds and feeds,

The use 'Of titanium nitride as a tool
coating bas proven successful at deterring
tool wear on bobs used in cutting steel
materials, A single coating which re-
mains on the side flanks of the bob, even
after the face sharpening operation. is
helpful when flank wear is predominant.
Ifcratering occurs, then the recoating of
the tools may be necessaryatter each
sharpening to protect the tooth face .• 1
Address yo.ur gearing questions to Gear
Technology, P.O. Box 1426, Elk Grove,
u; 60()()9, or call (708) 437-6604,

•. 4. FULL 4 AXIS CNC MOV1:MENT

- POSITIONING ROTARY 3.600.000 PLACES

• COMPUTER ENH_ANCEO PULL DOWN MENU

-USER FRIENDLY PROGRAM

• TRACEABL'E T'O NIST

•• POWERFUL ,UNIT COMPACT DESIGN

•• HIGH SPEED PRINn:R

.• C'OLOR GRAPHIC PLOTTE'A

.• HIGH RES'OLUTION CRT

• TWO YEAR· WARRANTY

IIAccuracy in' Millionths'"

See USB! QUALITY ,EXPO TIME
Booth H21

SAVET/ME,
SPACE and MONEY
with your paperwork/ storage
Let us convert your files to microfilm.

veNA Micro,filming Services
3524 W. Belmont Ave.

Chicago, IL 60618
veNA. is a not-for-prollt facility helping the mentally cLlsa..bledadult

509,,112,2
Mention this ad and get
500 Documents filmed

FREE with 2,000 documents
filmed at our regular lowprice,

Good for .New Accounts Only
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Bell Hel'icopter Textron Inc. is recognized as the worJIds
leader in the design and manufacture of advanced tech-
nology rotor and tilt-rotor aircraft.

Pending a major contract award this spring, we may be
seeking a number of transmission/gearbox engineering
specialists to help meet the challenges posed by the next
generation of rotorcraft currently in development.

TRANSMISSION
DESIGN ENGINEERS

Helicopters require lightweight, sophisticated
transmissions to transmit power to the main and
tail rotor systems, and Ben is in the forefront of
design and manufacture of such transmissions.

These positions require a BS or MS level engineer-
ing degree and 3 to 10+ years of transmission
design experience. This experience should
include overall gearbox design and evaluation,
including gears, couplings, bearings and shaft-
ing. Aerospace industry experience would be an
asset, but is not required.

Technical issues include weight savings and
control, structural integrity, vibration and noise
reduction.

Knowledge of CADAM and exposure to CATIA
would be a plus.

Bell offers competitive salaries, a top benefit
package, an excellent employee relocation pro-
gram and outstanding low-cost living conditions
in the Dallas/Fort Worth area ..Please send your
resume in confidence to:

Employment Representative
BeJI Helicopter Textron Inc.
~O. Box 901014
Dept ..TS-UN
Fort Worth, TX 76101

THE FUTURE IS OURS BY DESIGN,'M
Belli Helic8pter ii, i,:t:, i;t·J, : I

A SubSl!ilol.ry of Tedron Inc

M!ANUFACTURINIG
PROCESS; ,ENGINEERS '

Rates: l.ineClassified - per inch - $ 190 Classified
Display - per Lnch(3"mi_n.) lX-$150,.3X·$I40,
6,X-$130. Type will be set to advertisers layout or
Gear 'I:echnQlogy will set type at no extra charge.

hyment.: Full payment must accompa.ny classified
ads. Sendcheck or Visa/Mastercard/ American
Express number and expiration date to: Gear
Technology, P.O. Bolt 1426. Elk Grove Village, n
6OCI(J9'. Age!1CYCQlI"!IDission:No agency cornmis-
sion on classifieds,

Will be responsible for pro-
cessing Gears, Shafts, Hous-
ings" and Precision Com-
ponents. Applicants with
estimatinglandl tool design ex-
perience preferred. Applicants

I

II with AutoGad trai:ningl will be
considered. Send resume to:

ACR INDUSTR.IES, INC.
15375.23 MitE RD.
Mi. CLEMENS, Mil 48044

48 !lEAl! l'ECHINOIL.OGY

!DESIGN ENGINEER
COLUMBIA GEAR, a highly regarded
mid-sized gear man ufactu rer located in
Avon, MN, is currentty seeking a profes-
sional to assist us with our rapid growth. I

This position requires 10years engineer-
ing ,experience and power transmission
design skills. The successful applicant
will possess a. B.S.. in Mechanical
El1.9,ineering with knowledge of
mefallurgy a plus.

I Additional skills will include knowledge of
all types of gearing such as hellcal, spur,

II planetary, bevel' and worm. Direct
, customer contact is required to design

clutch systems, winches, engine and
transmission components as well as
level and noise testing.

Experience with CAD/CAM lis essential I

with addJlional system skills in SUN 3/80

I

· color work station ,running on UNIX
operating system desirable.

I

1

Columbia. Gear offers highly competitive
salaries and excell'ent benems. For con-
sideration, send resume with salary re-
quirements to Attn: John HI. Ashenfelter,
ASHENFELTEA: ASSOCLATES, 11 Bala
Avenue, BalaCynwyd, PA 19004 or call
collett 215-667-7310.
Columbia Gear lis an equal opportunity
employer.

M.llteriab Deadline: Ads must be received by the
25th of the month,two months prior to publication,
Acceptance: Publisher reserves the rightto accept
or reject classified advertisementsatbis discretion.
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SER\TI(~E
I GEAR IMIAlNUF:ACTURINGI

,ENGJNEERINGSERV1CES
SEND YOUR INSlRUM£Nl HOME.
Factory rebuilding of FELlI..!OWS

gear measu~ing instruments.
O.E.M. Original

INTHE SAME ROOM THEY WERE BUILT.
·Preventative maintenancel

Certification 'contracts
SERVICE

ALl MEASURING, INSTRUMENTSI
GEAR SHAPERS (19'70 + up)

SE rNARS
Basic gear theory/gear measuring

Pmduction estlmating/SPC

100 RiverSt
Springfield. VT05156

(802) 885-9176
CIRCLE A,.30 on READER REJ!\lV CAiRD

GEAR INSPECTION
L.et us solvel your Illinois Chart
Recorder ipmblems. Re,pajr or up- .
date' to new 1990' ,el'ectronics, less I

eest, more reliable'l I

Factory ~rained personne', we cer-
tify, repair, and rebulld 111.eIllinois
analytica'l and automatic 'gear
InspectIon equipment,
We have design capabilit,ies iinall
gear i.nspection areas. We believe'
in service r,or our customers at
reasonable prices. ILet us make
your Illitron testers ,and recorders
perform (ike new.

Carl today 1·70&371~2496
Manufacturedl Gear & Ga.ge" lne ..

P.O ..Box 7155
Elgin" IL l60t21

CIRCLE A,.33 on READERI REPLY CA_RD
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C'ontour Inductiion
Hardeni:ng :Sp'e!Ci:8Iists

Sp.ur.IreJica#.lmJ'lJevsl,.alf

Qur'gear hwdening equipment
lincludes 41NATCO submerged
process machines and 3 AJAX
CNC-controlled gear scanning
machlnes. We can also tool to
meet any prod uction need. Write
for alree brochure.

American Melallreallnl1 Company
1043 East 62M Street
Cleveland, OH 44103

(216)4311-4492
Fax: (21 '6}431 ~11508

GEAR TOOTH
G'RI:NDING SERVI:CES

• Production .and Prototype IQuantities
• Specialists in Gear Tooth, Grinding
• A_bIeto match delivery to your needs
• ,Gear Tooth Grinding Capacity to .27.5

inch pitch diameters
• All services to AGMA standards

CERTIIFIEDI GEAR INSPECTIION

PAQ.G~ R:COMFlANIf" INC.
:23 Dick Road

Depew, NiY 14043
Phone (716) 684-3811

Fax (716) 684·7117
Sales Reps. Wanted

CIRClE A.-31 on READER IREPLY CARD

GEAIR: NOISE EUMINATED
WIHILE TORQUE

CAPACITY liS IINCREASED

Theoentury:.olcl problem of gear noise
has finally lbeensolvedl Wrlh the aid of
an ingeriious new conoept and the
powerfu'l new tool ,m,oomputer simula-
tion, involute gearingl can now bede-
signed that :isnot only quiet at Bllloaas 1
and all speeds. but also has a
substantially h(gher torque oapacity
than conventional involute gealliJ19'.All
red'esigns '9UaraJ1teed. Write ,or call tor
details and/or Quotation.

AxICDnl Gear CDrn,panW'
P.O. Box 91122

IBefkeley. CA 94709
(415) ,843-8300

.\(iE;\ T S \ v .\ x T 1·:1)

S~LESAG __EttTS_ .'
REPRE.SEN~AT',V~'
. DISTRIBUTORS

din' Its Culllnil Tool
'FeIIQW~'\s eKpanll rooram al'll n.lI
Products ma!l<e\l~~\!f '\heUSIo. lind
openl0Q.s .lh'OUg entS. tept.~enla\\yes.

. Canad~. tOf salliS 11\1

.and dls1rlbu·\OI$. . nd Int. rested semI
II' you're aggr·sslve ~
II prospectus 10:

CIRCLE ..A-37 ani READER REP,!,V CARD'

GEAR 'TESTING, AND
D:ES:IGNI FACIUT1IES,

• GEAR DESIGN I(NO.ISE - ,SliRENG11H). I

'. ROTATING G'EAR (TOROUE - SPEED
CONliRO!..) TEST MACHINES.

• SINGLE TOOTH BENDING FATIGUE I

TESTING. I

'. STATISTICAL P,L.ANNING - ANALYSIS.
• WROUGHT STEELS, SINTERIED

METALS, NON-METALLIC MArLS.

I

'. CAD FACIIliTIES FOR LOW .. COST
SET-UP.

'. CUSTOM TEST MACHINE IDESIGN.
•• EXPERIENCED PERSONNEl.

I PACKIE:R IENGINEERING
I _ - .. 708/50s-.~22, eX1214 -

'BOX 353. NAPERV:II..II..E, II..60566

CIRCLE A·32 onl READER· REP,I.Y CAROl

TID a VI rUsle L
GIEAR

TEle HINIO LOIGiY
c,alll

(,1'08)1 437 ..8804.

GEAR Hoes, CUTTERS
GEAR MACHINES

Hobs and Gear Shaper Cutters in stock!
~IMACHINES

al LOWEST PRICES EVER'

2·5 MODULE, 3 •.1'6DP'

<4·24 DP
-- --

! ! ! SPECIAL! ! !
NEW GEAR HOIBIBER

20" DIAMETER x 9.5" FACE

$18,995.00

CALL NOW FOR MORE DETAILS
PHONE (213) 933-7191 FAX '(213) 933-7487

J! ;__ on:M. ._7Jlln _mil.
gW P 0 1IO.l(~ LOSANGEUES, CA_,

CIRCLE' .A·38 on! READER: REPLY CA'FlD



two Uiffll~of a rigM ar!gl~driue, alsofrum th« lat«
1700s. usedfor pow~.irrg a watlJ'T wheel for a mill.
These gmrs are of itlt~tjl because th« Itt/h au
llIOOClm. Thtmrtol rim waJfQT'JMJwithslols (see lop
pidu.rt) fOT thi itt/h, which uere shaued to fil' mill
fIXed into the slots later. Whro single ,teeth wokt OT

wor~ out, they wer'eewily replaad..

48 Qe,,~ H'Ctl~IOL'OQY

a doubk-sUigtri!ducliongtm'
.lJsttm ~td thi! hond:
driven manglt from about lIiL
mid·.I7OOl. The paddLd rolin's
:weTehealed and pieas oflinm,
such as heets and tnblttwtm,
wereform~ bel~m IAmIfor
,ironing. It1 I1tl, fTa whim fa-m·
ilies tuere large and (wilts
ojlm numbered bedroomJ jt!

lht doztru" this deuic« was a
ii/estIll" in tlu laundry room.

Early European
Gear Applications

aha:nd.pow"edm(J(:h~from Iktmid·J700swed
10farm band iron into wagon umee! rims. A dou.b/p·
sloge reduction gMT system is tmpl.oyrd 10mooe a set
of adjustable mUm. To bend tiu rim 10 shap«; the
strip of hraud wtal was forctd IHIwt'ttl tnt sets of
mUD'S,which au on diJI"ttlllnipls. The rollers are
connet:ltdb)' a sera», which ((In btadjwttd 10chang"
Ihediamelt'T"oj'lhaim.Ajlt'T"jorming,lhuntisof!M
metal rim wtrt wt'ided logtihfT' arou.nd tht woodm
wh~rllry iua/ing and hammering ..

,

this wormg1'f1.r mechanism,
da1ingfrom Iht'1'f1.Tl118OO,
.still raise arid Ww~s tuic«
gaIts in lhe RilJf1' Saor. Tht
JIOrizo7llal shajl at' the top
drives the two warms. Thty
mesh willi their warm gears,
which. ,in tum, drioeaspecio!
pinion in mah withthtpla/~
and·pin melts. Thes« raclts
raise and lowtor till! siuic« galt's
as needed.



benefiit YOUI?

QD
INORMAC" Ise,

P,O.IBOX 69 'AIRPORT ROAD INDUSTRIAL IPARK 'ARDEN, NC 28704 U.s.A. -ra, ,(704168-4-1002 'TELEX: 57·7437 NORMAC HM· FAX: (704) ,684-1384
P.O, BOX 207 '720 IBASELlNEROAD·NORTHVlI.lE, MI48167·TEl: (313) 349-2644 'FAX: (31'3) 349-1440

IF You're using Gleascn, Red Ring, Marbaix. Micl1igan.
or other gear grinders.

IIF You're grindiqg modified involute gear teeth with
root and tip modLficauonJi. bwel shaped profiles, etc,

IIF You need [0 reduce production costs, reduce grinding
whee] costs, and improve accuracy.

THEN The FORMASTER CNC Grinding Wheel
Profiler can easily be installed on your existing, gear
grinders ala fraction of the cost of a complete CNC
rebllildl. With Normae's proprietary program generation
software for spur and helical gear tooth. forms. inN'olute.
root and tip modifications can be easily programmed and!
quickly altered. The FORMASTER can drastically
reduce wheel ,dressing costs, and ± .000 I Ii ,(O.OO25mro)
accuracy from programmed dimensions is guaranteed!'

IF' ¥oli'.re using Kapp, Reisl1auer or other generative
gear grinders.

I !F' You're using CBN grinding wheels.

IIF Wheel trueing eosts andll.ead times are a problem.

THEN Normae's 'CBNS orCBN6 Wheel Profil-
ing Centers can offer you independence from outside
whee] sources, and improved grinding wheel performance
and 3CCl.lI'aCy. The ,CBNS and CBN6 incorporate 'the
FORMASTER CNC Gri~ Wheel Profiler and a
variable speed precision grinding spindle together ana
rigid base to provide the greatest versatility and atCUl'3Cy.

ColI t~ylor further injonnatitm or a demDnstralion



Mitsubishi
Shapes the World of Gears ...
When it comes to gear making, Mitsubishi offers it all,
Hobbers, shapers and shavers. All CNC controlled. and
all built for high speed, accuracy and reliability. Mit-
subishi has become an innovator in gear manufactur-
ing technology through research, testing and
production.

For single-source, turn-key applications, MitsubishiaIso
manufactures gear hobs, shaper cutters and shaving
cutters, as well as fixtures and automatic part loaders.
Add to this the engineering support you'd expect from
an industry leader, and you have true one source gear
manufacturing supply.

I
Machining CentersHeavy Duly

..... chine Tools
FMS Digilizer

The machines, the tooling and the engineering sup-
port. All from one source. All from
the world authority on gear
manufacturingc-Mitsubishi,
For more information,
call (708) 860-4222.

o
CNC lathes Cylindrical

Qrj"del5

Speclal·Purpose Gear MaJo;mQ Preel:ellon
Machine Toots 'Maehli"le Too'" Cutl~ngTools

, Milsubishi ilnternlati1o,nlal Corpo:rati!on
.... 1500 Michael Drive, Suite IE,Wood Dale, Il 601i91 Phone: (708)860-4222


